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This thesis presents a wearable control interface for the intuitive control of tele-operated robots, 
which aim to overcome the limitations of conventional uni-directional control interfaces. The control 
interface is composed of a haptic control interface nd a tele-operated display system. The haptic 
control interface can measure user’s motion while providing force feedback. Thus, the user can 
control a tele-operated robot arm by moving his/her arm in desired configurations while feeling the 
interaction forces between the robot and the enviroment. Immersive visual feedback is provided to 
the user with the tele-operated display system and a predictive display algorithm.  
An exoskeleton structure was designed as a candidate of the control interface structure considering 
the workspace and anatomy of the human arm to ensur natural movement. The translational motion 
of human shoulder joint and the singularity problem of exoskeleton structures were addressed by the 
tilted and vertically translating shoulder joint. The proposed design was analyzed using forward and 
inverse kinematics methods. Because the shoulder elevation affects all of the joint angles, the angles 
were calculated by applying an inverse kinematics method in an iterative manner. The proposed 
design was tested in experiments with a kinematic prototype.  
Two force-controllable cable-driven actuation mechanisms were developed for the actuation of 
haptic control interfaces. The mechanisms were design d to have lightweight and compact structures 
for high haptic transparency. One mechanism is an asymmetric cable-driven mechanism that can 
simplify the cable routing structure by replacing a tendon to a linear spring, which act as an 
antagonistic force source to the other tendon. High performance force control was achieved by a 
rotary series elastic mechanism and a robust controller, which combine a proportional and differential 
(PD) controller optimized by a linear quadratic (LQ) method with a disturbance observer (DOB) and a 
zero phase error tracking (ZPET) feedforward filter. The other actuation mechanism is a series elastic 
tendon-sheath actuation mechanism. Unlike previously developed tendon-sheath actuation systems, 
the proposed mechanism can deliver desired force even in multi-DOF systems by modeling and 
feedforwardly compensating the friction. The pretensio  change, which can be a significant threat in 
the safety of tendon-sheath actuation systems, is reduced by adopting series elastic elements on the 
motor side. Prototypes of the haptic control interfaces were developed with the proposed actuation 
mechanisms, and tested in the interaction with a virtual environment or a tele-operation experiment.  
Also, a visual feedback system is developed adopting a head mounted display (HMD) to the control 
interface. Inspired by a kinematic model of a human head-neck complex, a robot neck-camera system 
was built to capture the field of view in a desired orientation. To reduce the sickness caused by the 
time-varying bidirectional communication delay and operation delay of the robot neck, a predictive 
display algorithm was developed based on the kinematic model of the human and robot neck-camera 
system, and the geometrical model of a camera. The performance of the developed system was tested 
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The number of disasters causing casualties and property damage is increasing [8, 9]. Disaster sites
are often difficult for humans to access because of the extreme environments, such as in the case
of Deepwater Horizon oil spill (2010), Tohoku earthquake and Fukushima nuclear power plant
accident (2011) and Tianjin port explosions (2015). Autonomous robots have been researched as
an alternative to using human workers in such disaster sites. D pite of drastic improvements over
several decades, autonomous robots have not yet shown sufficient performance in working under
unstructured and unpredictable situations due to their limited sensing technology and insufficient
artificial intelligence.
Tele-operation systems, in which the robot is controlled byhuman’s intelligence, instead of
artificial intelligence, may be an alternative solution [10– 3]. Tele-operated systems are usually
operated in a master-slave mode with simple controllers such as a keyboard or a joystick [10, 11].
However, such non-intuitive control interfaces require long training before using the system, and
the performance is also limited even after training becauseit i difficult to express desired motions
with such interfaces. Motion capture systems have been usedto utilize the user’s motion as the
desired motion of the tele-operated robot [12, 13]. By mapping the captured user’s motion into the
robot’s desired motion, the user can control the robot as desired like his/her own body, enhancing the
manipulation performance of tele-operated robot. Since the motion capture system and the control
strategy is very intuitive and easy to learn, it is quite effective in manipulating objects that does not
require advanced interaction force control. However, suchni-directional control strategy limits
the performance of the system because force feedback is not provided to the user. Simple tasks
8
Figure 1-1: Number of natural and man-made disasters [8].
such as ’pick and place’ can be easily achieved by position tracking. However, dexterous tasks that
require the use of interaction force between the robot and uni entified environment are not easily
achievable without detailed interactions between the userand the robot. To enable such tasks, the
control interface is required to provide force feedback while measuring user’s motion.
Visual feedback is an important feedback as well as the forcefeedback, since humans highly
rely on visual information to get information of the environment. In tele-operated systems, the user
observes the field using the images captured by cameras of therobot to control the tele-operated
robot. The captured images are typically provided to the user by a monitor in a form of 2D im-
ages. However, the performance of tele-operation system isli ited in such cases, because the user
cannot recognize the distance between objects. 3D visual feedback system with a head mounted
display (HMD) and stereo cameras have been used to provide perspective images of the environ-
ment [12–14], but delays induced by tele-communication network of the tele-operation system dis-
turb immersive and comfortable use of the system. Such imagedelay can cause simulator sickness,
which makes it difficult to perform tasks for a long time [15–17].
To address these requirements, a wearable control interface is developed for the control of tele-
operated robot in this thesis. Fig. 1-2 shows the concept of the tele-operation system using the
wearable control interface. The user wears the control interfac , which contains the haptic con-
trol interface and an HMD. The user’s hand position and orientation, and the head orientation are
measured by the haptic control interface and the HMD, respectively. The position and orientations
9






















Figure 1-2: Concept of the tele-operation system.
are transmitted to the tele-operated robot via the wirelessn twork. The robot performs tasks by
following the user’s motion with the robot arm and robot neck-camera module. The interaction
force between the robot and the environment and the vision information captured by a camera in
the orientation of user’s head are transmitted to the user sid . The user can get force feedback from
the haptic control interface. Immersive visual feedback isprovided to the user compensating the
image delay by a predictive display algorithm. The tele-operation system can perform various tasks
with this bidirectional interaction. The haptic control interface, including the kinematic structure
and actuation mechanisms, and the tele-operated display system with a predictive display algorithm
are developed in this thesis.
1.2 State of the Art
Haptic interfaces have been researched for the tele-operation or for the interaction with virtual envi-
ronments [18–30]. The performance of tele-operation can beimproved by providing force feedback
via such haptic interfaces. Fig. 1-3 shows end-effector type haptic interfaces, which provides force
feedback to the user’s hands [18–26]. These interfaces can be used as the control interface of tele-
operations, since most tasks in tele-operations will be performed by user’s hand. PHANToM haptic
interface is a representative commercialized haptic interfac s developed for 3D modeling and design
(Fig. 1-3a) [18,19]. This interface can measure 6-DOF position and orientation of pencil type end-
effector and can provide 3-DOF force feedback. Sigma.7, shown in Fig. 1-3b, is a commercialized
haptic interface capable of 6-DOF force/torque feedback [20,21] and active grasping capability, de-
signed for the control of surgical robots. Both PHANToM and Sigma.7 are applicable as the control




Figure 1-3: End-effector type haptic interfaces. (a) PHANToM haptic interface [18, 19]. (b)
Sigma.7 [20, 21]. (c) CyberForce [22]. (d) Inca 6D [23]. (e) DLR haptic device [24]. (f) HIRO
III [25]. (g) VirtuaPower [26].
3c shows the CyberForce, which was designed for the interaction with virtual environments [22].
This interface allows 3-DOFs force feedback with 6-DOF positi n and orientation measurement
of user’ hand. Force feedback for 5 fingers is also available with a cable(tendon)-driven finger
exoskeleton system. It has larger workspace than PHANToM and Sigma.7, but is heavier, which
will reduce force transparency. Inca 6D, shown in Fig. 1-3d,was developed for work in virtual
reality environments [23]. This interface achieved lightweight of the actuated part compared to the
wide workspace, since it adopted parallel cable-driven mechanism and large actuators. However,
it required room-size installations to prevent interference between the cables and the user. DLR
haptic device, shown in Fig. 1-3e, was developed applying two 7-DOF robot arms [24]. Vibrotac-
tile feedbacks and 3D visual feedbacks are also provided forthe immersive interaction with virtual
environments or tele-operated robots. User’s hands are conne ted by a set of straps and gloves to
the force/torque sensors at the end-effectors of the robot arms. The system provides relatively larger
workspace and force capability than those of aforementioned systems, due to large-size redundant
robot arms. Fig. 1-3f shows a haptic interface named HIRO III[25]. In this system, five fingertips
that have 3 actively controlled joints are connected to a 6-DOF robot arm; thus, the system could
provide force feedbacks to each finger. Both DLR haptic device and HIRO III utilized robot arms
for the force feedback, but the backlash, friction and largeinertia from the geared motors disturb
precise force delivery. Fig. 1-3g shows VirtuaPower, whichwas developed for wide workspace with
11
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Figure 1-4: Exoskeleton type haptic interfaces. (a) CADEN-7 [27]. (b) L-EXOS [28]. (c) X-Arm-
2 [29], (d) CAREX [30].
high force display capability achieved by parallel chain-based kinematic structures and high-power
motors with low gear ratio [26]. Although the interface seems somewhat achieved the desired spec-
ifications, the user’s finger motion is limited since they arerequired to hold the handle with their
fingers.
Aforementioned researches adopted serial or parallel linkage systems that are independent from
user’s body. Such designs allow users to use device without adj stment regardless to the individual
body size difference. Exoskeleton type haptic interfaces have different approach in the design of
system. They have been developed by designing joints and links of the interface corresponding to
those of human, and attaching them to the user’s segments [27–30]. Since exoskeleton systems are
placed much closed user’s body, compact structure and lightweight is required for safety. To satisfy
lightweight and compact structure, recently developed exoskeletons have been adopted cable-driven
mechanisms. Cable-driven mechanisms can reduce the weightand volume of structure by placing
the actuators to the base of the system, rather than the actuated p rts. The force or torque can be
delivered to the actuated joints via flexible cables. Delivering forces via parallel linkages such as in
the PHANToM, CyberForce and VirtuaPower can be an alternative, but parallel linkages are bulky
compared to their workspace. Also, it is difficult to apply parallel linkage system in exoskeleton
systems making their rotational axis be coincident to thoseof human joints. Anatomy of shoulder
should be considered for natural motion of the arm, because of the translational motion of shoulder
caused by the complex musculoskeletal system. Addressing singularity problem is also important,
since the exoskeletons can easily reach to kinematic singularity positions due to the overlapping of
shoulder joint axis.
CADEN-7 (Fig. 1-4a) and L-EXOS (Fig. 1-4b) were developed adopting pulley-based cable-
driven actuation mechanism for lightweight structure [27,28]. The systems also adopted reduction
systems on the actuated joint side to increase joint stiffness. However, the structures are quite bulky
12
as shown in the Fig. 1-4a and Fig. 1-4b. The systems also did not co sider translation of shoulder
joint, and were not adjustable for individual body, which may disturb natural motion of the arm.
Fig. 1-4c shows X-Arm-2, developed for the tele-operation of space robots. Thanks to the actu-
ation system with redundant DOF, the system can adapt to the body segment length differences
or the shoulder translation. Despite of the large number of DOF, its the system is quite compact
and lightweight by utilizing tendon-sheath actuation mechanism. CAREX (Fig. 1-4b) was devel-
oped for the rehabilitation applications, adopting the parallel cable-driven mechanism. The actuated
parts of the system were lightweight since there was no complex cable routing mechanism as afore-
mentioned exoskeleton systems. Exoskeleton type haptic interfaces can provide torque feedback to
user’s joints, which is difficult to achieve in other haptic interfaces. However, it is also difficult to
deliver desired forces to the hand, because the exoskeletonis connected with prior body segments,
such as the upper arm and lower arm. Since most required tasksin tele-operation are performed
by robot hands, it is important to provide precise force feedback to the hand. Exoskeletons have
a disadvantage in such sense, but it would be useful in whole-arm manipulation tasks that require
force/torque feedback to each segment or joint of user’s arm.
As adopted in the exoskeleton type interfaces and Inca 6D, cable-driven actuation mechanisms
have been used to achieve lightweight or compact structuresfo high force transparency and safety.
Cable-driven actuation mechanisms can be classified into three types by the type of cable routing
structures: pulley-based cable-driven actuation mechanism, tendon-sheath (bowden cable) actuation
mechanism and parallel cable-driven actuation mechanism.
Pulley-based cable-driven actuation mechanism, which wasapplied in CADEN-7 and L-EXOS,
utilizes idler pulleys for the cable routing. The cables arerouted through idler pulleys on the inter-
mediate joints. Because the pulleys have low friction, the force can be delivered to the drive joints
without large loss. However, the idler pulleys make the system bulky and heavy, since at least three
idler pulleys are required for each cable sets to ensure largrange of motion. As the DOF of the
system increase, more idler pulleys are placed on the prior jo nts, which lead to bulky and heavy
system.
Tendon-sheath actuation mechanism, which was adopted in X-Arm-2, utilizes a flexible sheath
for the routing of cables. The tendon (cable) delivers the force and position by sliding inside the core
of the sheath. The routing structure is extremely compact and lightweight, thanks to this sliding-
based transmission mechanism. However, the friction between the sheath and the tendon disturbs
accurate control. In X-Arm-2, a torque sensor was placed on each actuated joints to compensate
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the friction with a PID feedback controller, but this causedincreased of weight of the system. A
simple feedforward friction compensator was used togetherwith the feedback controller, but the
friction model was not accurate. Feedforward control of thetendon-sheath actuation mechanism
has been researched for the precise force/position control[31–34]. However, it was not achieved
for tendon-sheath actuation mechanisms in multi-DOF system , because the friction changes as the
sheath configuration changes. Another problem is the pretension change in double tendon-sheath
actuation mechanisms. In a double tendon-sheath actuationmechanism, the tendons are pre-loaded
to prevent the derailment of the tendon from the joint pulleys. The pretension changes as the sheath
configuration changes, due to the geometric characteristics of the sheath. The change of pretension
also makes it difficult to analyze the friction, and large change of the pretension can cause safety
problems.
In parallel cable-driven mechanism, which was used in Inca 6D and CAREX, the cables are
directly connected from the actuators to the actuated joints without a cable routing structure. There-
fore, aforementioned disadvantages are not shown in this mechanism. However, the interference
between tendons and the user makes it difficult to apply this mechanism in haptic interfaces. The
interference problem was addressed by a sliding-based component in CAREX, but this also intro-
duced friction, which is a major disadvantage of the tendon-sheath actuation mechanism.
Since many disturbances, such as inertia, friction of gears, elongation of tendons and human-
robot interaction force, are introduced in the haptic interfaces, control algorithm of haptic interfaces
are also important. Many of aforementioned systems adoptedsimple controllers such as a PID
controller, compensating the disturbances in feedforwardor feedback manners [24–29]. However,
such control algorithms can make problems in achieving accur te force/position tracking if there
are large uncertainties. Especially, the performance of systems can be affected by human motions,
since it is difficult to model or predict human motions.
The performance of the control interface can be improved providing 3D visual feedback to the
user, as mentioned in Chapter 1.1. HMDs may be the most applicble 3D image display system,
considering its immersive visual feedback capability withhead tracking, wide field of view (FOV)
and low price. Many HMDs have been launched in recent years thanks to the development of
small-size, high-resolution displays [35–37]. HMDs usually contain an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) so that it can display the view of a field in the directionf user’s head orientation. 3D visual
feedback can be provided to the user with the HMDs by providing stereoscopic images captured
by two cameras. Several tele-operation systems adopted HMDs for the intuitive control of robot
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cameras and to provide the user perspective images [12–14, 24, 38]. In such systems, the images
captured by robot cameras are provided to the user so that theuser easily understands the work
site. However, the user could suffer from network delay thatis inevitable in tele-operation systems
with long distance. Display algorithms that provide the scene of virtual worlds constructed by point
cloud data or image instead of recently captured scene from the robot camera have been developed
to reduce such problem [12,39,40]. However, such methods require large computational burden or
expensive sensors such as LIDAR.
1.3 Thesis Overview
A haptic control interface and a display system are developed for the tele-operation system, to
overcome the limitations of aforementioned systems. This te is aims to develop a lightweight
haptic interface that can deliver desired force accuratelywhile measuring the user’s hand motion,
and a tele-operated display system that provides comfortable use in tele-operation systems. This
thesis is organized as follows.
[Chapter 2: Design of an Upper-limb Exoskeleton]
A 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton is designed in this chapter,as a candidate of a basic structure
of the control interface. By analyzing the anatomy of human shoulder, a vertically translating joint
is added to the traditional ball-and socket joint shoulder model so that the exoskeleton can ensure
natural motion of user’s shoulder. The shoulder joint of theexoskeleton is tilted to move the singu-
larity position outside of the normal range of motion of the arm. Manipulability analysis is applied
to determine the tilting angles. The performance of the proposed exoskeleton structure is tested by
simulations and experiments with a kinematic prototype.
[Chapter 3: Cable-driven Mechanisms]
For the actuation of haptic control interface, two types of cable-driven mechanisms are devel-
oped in this chapter. In Chapter 3.1, an asymmetric pulley-based cable-driven mechanism is pro-
posed for the force control of exoskeleton systems, inspired by the fact that the required forces in
human motion are not symmetric in many cases. A compact tendon routing mechanism is achieved
by replacing a tendon to a linear spring, which acts as an antago istic force source to the other
tendon. To enable precise force control, the spring-actuator mechanism is combined with the rotary
series elastic mechanism. A robust controller based on the disturbance observer (DOB) is applied
for high performance in force control. A prototype exoskeleton interface with the proposed mecha-
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nism is tested in experiments including a tele-operation experiment with a robot arm.
Then, a new tendon-sheath actuation mechanism is proposed,addressing the limitations of con-
ventional tendon-sheath actuation mechanisms. Tendon-sheath actuation mechanism may be one of
the most lightweight actuation mechanisms, but it suffers from the friction between the tendon and
the sheath and large pretension change, which are induced bythe change of sheath configuration in
multi-DOF systems. In chapter 3.2, a new tendon-sheath actuation mechanism, which enables feed-
forward torque control in multi-DOF systems and allows low pretension change, is proposed. The
friction is feedforwardly compensated using a friction model. The pretension change is reduced
by adopting series elastic elements to maintain it an appropriate range. A tele-operation control
interface is developed with the proposed mechanism, and itsback-drivability and force delivery
performance are tested in experiments.
[Chapter 4: A Display System for Tele-operation]
Head mounted display (HMD) is becoming popular as a visual feedback device of tele-operation
systems, but the user can suffer from network delay. In this capter, a vision feedback system
for the tele-operation systems is developed with an HMD and asynchronized robot neck-camera
module. Network delay is compensated by a practically usable predictive algorithm that utilizes the
orientation difference between the user and the robot neck-camera module.
[Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks and Open Issues]
Concluding remarks of this thesis and the remaining issues are discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Design of an Upper-limb Exoskeleton1
2.1 Introduction
Exoskeletons have been the subject of growing research interest for application in haptic control
interface, rehabilitation and power-assistance [27, 27–29, 41–51]. Since the system can directly
deliver desired forces to attached body segments, it have a gr at potential as the control interface
of robots, such as for the whole-arm manipulation and delivering collision information to the user.
Because exoskeleton systems are worn by a human user, they must be designed carefully so that
they move with the natural motion of the users, and do not compr ise their safety. Exoskeleton
systems are typically designed based on the skeletal systemof the human body. However, it may not
be possible to mimic the motion of the user’s internal jointsusing the same number of degrees of
freedom (DOFs) during articulation of the exoskeleton joints. The problem is further complicated
by the limited locations at which the actuators can be attached. Thus, exoskeleton systems have
been designed based on an abstract skeletal model, which aims to imic the main motions of the
human body.
Some lower-limb exoskeletons have actuators only in the sagittal plane while other joints are
passively actuated or even neglected [41–44]. In lower-limb exoskeletons, simplified designs based
on an abstract skeletal model with reduced DOF may be appropriate because the main motions of
the lower limb required for walking or running are in the sagittal plane. However, in upper-limb
exoskeleton applications including the haptic control interface, it may not be possible to limit the
DOFs in such a manner because the human arm typically requires multiple DOFs to access and
1The contents of this chapter was published in [1]. Preliminary research results of the paper were published in [2,3].
Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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manipulate objects in the workspace.
Various configurations have been proposed for upper-limb exoskeleton systems [27, 46, 47, 49,
51–59]; however, many unsolved issues for natural interaction with the human body remain, espe-
cially in terms of kinematic singularities and upper-limb biomechanics, such as shoulder elevation.
The exoskeletons proposed in [52, 53] and [47] did not consider either the kinematic singularity
problem or the shoulder elevation. Also, the exoskeleton in[47] did not properly fit to the arm due
to the compact structure of the shoulder section. The singularity problem was considered in [27]
and [57] by placing the actuator axis in a tilted orientation; however, the shoulder elevation was
not considered. In [56], the singularity problem was considere by restricting the workspace of the
exoskeleton, but again, the shoulder elevation was not considered, too. The shoulder elevation was
considered in [46,58,59] and [51]; however, in these cases,kinematic singularities occurred easily;
i.e., the singularity position was placed in the normal workspace of the upper-limb. The shoulder
elevation was realized in [46] and [51], but the exoskeletonrequired a large mechanical structure
and different alignments for each patient. In [55], the shoulder elevation was considered by using a
dislocated rotation axis, but the shoulder motion was not prperly approximated. In [54], both the
kinematic singularity and shoulder biomechanics were considered; however, the results were not
analyzed or verified kinematically.
In Chapter 2, an upper-limb exoskeleton system is proposed aa c ndidate of control interface
structure. The system is designed for the shoulder and the elbow that uses 5 DOF to mimic the
complicated motions that arise from the shoulder structure. Th shoulder was modeled as a 4-DOF
joint by adding the shoulder elevation as a vertical movement; the elbow was modeled as a 1-DOF
hinge joint. To avoid the singularity problem, the shoulderjoint was tilted so that the singularity
position was placed outside of the workspace of the human arm. The performance of the proposed
upper-limb exoskeleton; i.e., whether it could reach all points in the normal range of motion, was
analyzed in the framework of forward and inverse kinematics. Because shoulder elevation, which
affects the positions of all joints, is considered in this sytem, the inverse kinematic problem was












Figure 2-1: Illustration of the skeletal structure of the shoulder. (Edited from [55])
2.2 Design of the 5 DOF Upper-limb Exoskeleton
2.2.1 Anatomical Analysis of the Shoulder
The human arm has been modeled using several kinematic methods. Due to the complexity of the
problem, it is usually modeled using a 7-DOF kinematic system by imposing simplifications to the
arm joints and segments. The shoulder joint can be considered as a ball-and-socket joint with 3
DOF: flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, and medial rotation. The elbow can be modeled as a
single-axis hinge joint with 1 DOF, and the wrist as a ball-and-socket joint with 3 DOF.
From an anatomical point of view, however, the shoulder joint should be modeled using more
than 3 DOF, because many muscles and bones are involved in itsmovement [54,60]. The shoulder
joint is composed of three bones: the clavicle, scapula, andhumerus, as shown in Fig. 1, and the
movement of the shoulder results from the combined motion ofeach bone. The main rotation of the
shoulder occurs at the glenohumeral (GH) joint of the scapula and the humerus. However, the center
of the GH (CGH) moves as a result of the motion of the acromioclavi ular (AC) and sternoclavicular
(SC) joints. The CGH can be described by the angles of the SC and AC joints, as follows [55]:
XCGH = (lccos(θSC − 90




ZCGH = (lcsin(θSC − 90




wherelc andls are the effective lengths of the clavicle and the scapula of the shoulder joint, respec-
tively. Because the magnitude of the shoulder motion is dependent on the body size, the height of
the user,h, is added as a scaling factor;href = 180cm was used as a reference value in this analysis
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Table 2.1: Change ofθSC θAC by shoulder elevation.
∆θSC (deg) ∆θAC (deg)
0◦ ≤ θ < 30◦ 430θ 0
30◦ ≤ θ < 80◦ 4 + 11 · θ−3050 0
80◦ ≤ θ < 140◦ 15 35 · θ−8060
140◦ ≤ θ < 180◦ 15 + 9 · θ−14040 35
because the lengths of the bone segments are proportional tothe body size [61].
The relationship between the AC and SC angles and the net shoulder elevation angle,θ, is shown
in Table 2.1 (Edited from [55]). Using the relationship in Table 2.1,θSC andθAC are obtained from
the shoulder elevation angle,θ. Then, the position of CGH,XCGH andZCGH , can be calculated
using (2.1) and (2.2) as follows:
∆XCGH = XCGH(θ)−XCGH(0) (2.3)
∆ZCGH = ZCGH(θ)− ZCGH(0) = d1 (2.4)
As the net shoulder elevation angle changes from0◦ to 180◦, the variation of CGH is -22.6 mm in
thex direction and 117 mm in thez direction for a 170 cm-tall adult, as shown in Fig. 2-2a. The cor-
responding angle,θ, is indicated by dots in the figure. Because the lateral change is relatively small
compared with the vertical change, the CGH motion can be approximated by a vertical displace-
ment, as shown in Fig. 2-2a. In this study, only the vertical movement of the CGH was considered
in the design of the upper-limb exoskeleton. The relationship between the vertical movement of
CGH and the net shoulder elevation angle used in this analysis is hown in Fig. 2-2b.
After this anatomical analysis of the shoulder, one DOF was added to account for the vertical
movement of the CGH. The 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton is shown schematically in Fig. 2-3.θ1,
θ2, andθ3 describe the shoulder rotation,θ4 describes the elbow rotation, andd1 describes the CGH
elevation.
2.2.2 Singularity of the Upper-limb Exoskeleton
In the design of mechanical system, singularities should beavoided because the mechanical system
cannot move in a certain direction at the singular position [62]. This is especially important in ex-
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(a) CGH change by arm lifting















(b) Relationship between the vertical movement of the CGH and the net
shoulder elevation angle
























Figure 2-3: Initial configuration of the upper-limb exoskeleton.
oskeleton systems, because the user may become injured without appropriate control at the singular
position.
With the configuration shown in Fig. 2-3, the upper-limb exoskeleton is in a singular position
when the arm is straight forward, i.e.,θ2 = 90◦. In this position, the rotation axes ofθ1 andθ3
are collinear; thus, cross-body abduction or adduction motions cannot be achieved. Systems using
redundant DOFs have been proposed to deal with such singularity issues. However, these systems
may result in control issues because they admit an infinite number of kinematic solutions [63]. In
this study, the shoulder joint was tilted so that the singularity position occurs outside the normal
range of motion of the arm.
The normal range of motion of the arm is specified in Table 2.2 [64]. The shoulder was tilted
in two steps: the first was a rotation of the exoskeleton around x0 by α, as shown in Fig. 2-4a;
the second was a rotation aboutz
′
0 by β (Fig. 2-4b). The final configuration of the upper-limb
exoskeleton with the tilted shoulder is shown in Fig. 2-5. Inthis configuration, the singularity that
occurs when the arm is in the straight-forward position in the initial model shown in Fig. 2-3, now
occurs when the arm is pointing upwards to the left, which is out ide of the workspace.
Tilting the shoulder joint to avoid singularity problems inthe workspace has been proposed
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Table 2.2: Shoulder range of motion.
Max. range (deg)
Forward flexion and extension 167◦ / 62◦
Abduction 184◦ / 0◦














































Figure 2-4: Tilting of the shoulder joint.
previously [27, 57]; however, variation of the shoulder elevation has not been considered simul-
taneously with a tilted shoulder joint. Note that the shoulder elevation is 117 mm for a 170-cm
adult whileθ is varied from0◦ to 180◦. Without considering the shoulder elevation, natural motion
through the upper-limb exoskeleton is not possible.
2.3 Kinematic Analysis
The proposed 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton with a tilted andvertically translating shoulder joint
is analyzed by forward and inverse kinematics methods in this c apter. Here, we determine wether

























Figure 2-5: Final configuration of the upper-limb exoskeleton.
2.3.1 Forward Kinematics Analysis: DH Parameter
The kinematics of the proposed 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton was analyzed by the Denavit-
Hartenberg (DH) parameters [62]. Here,S is the initial coordinate,0 is the moved vertically from
S, and0′′ is tilted, i.e., rotated from0 by α andβ. The remaining coordinates are specified in
Fig. 2-5. Using the relationship between the coordinates inthe figure, the DH parameters are listed
in Table 2.3.
2.3.2 Iterative Inverse Kinematics
Given an arbitrary end-effector position (the wrist position n this configuration), the corresponding
joint angles can be calculated using inverse kinematics. The coordinates of each joint are specified in
Fig. 2-6;Lu andLl are the lengths of the upper and the lower arms, and the positions of the wrist and
the elbow are given bypw = (xw, yw, zw) andpe = (xe, ye, ze), respectively.p0 = (x0, y0, z0)
is the position of the CGH after the shoulder elevation,d1, which is determined by the shoulder
elevation in Fig. 2-2b. The shoulder elevation affects the positions of all joints; thus the joint angles
were calculated iteratively. An iterative method was develop d based on the bisection method [65],
which guarantees solution convergence. A flowchart of the iterative inverse kinematics calculations
is shown in Fig. 2-7.
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Table 2.3: DH parameters of the proposed configuration.
Trans. Matrix αi−1 ai−1 di θi
TS0 0
◦ 0 d1 0◦
T00′′ α 0 0 β
T0′′1 90
◦ 0 0 90◦ + θ1
T12 90
◦ 0 0 90◦ + θ2
T23 90
◦ 0 −Lu 180◦ + θ3
T34 90











Figure 2-6: Geometric relationship of coordinates used forthe inverse kinematics.
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First, the initial interval of the vertical CGH displacement d1 is set to [v1,v2]=[0,vmax] mm,
wherevmax is the maximum possible vertical translation of CGH. The midpo nt is set tov3=(v1 +
v2)/2. For each ofv1, v2 andv3, the anglesρ andφ in Fig. 2-6 are calculated using the law of









L2u+ ‖ p0 − pw ‖
2 −L2l
2Lu ‖ p0 − pw ‖
) (2.6)
Thenθ4 can be obtained byρ as follows:
θ4 = π − ρ (2.7)
However, there are an infinite number of solutions for the netshoulder elevation angle,θ. By
considering the physical limitations of the arm, the angle of rotation of the elbow about the axis
from the shoulder to the end-effector, termed the swivel ange, can be determined [66]. The swivel
angle was set to45◦ from the sagittal plane to outside of the body. The lowest elbow position was
assigned a value of0◦ by considering the physical limitations of the elbow. Once th elbow position
was determined, the net shoulder elevation angleθ could be calculated as follows:
θ = cos−1(
L2u+ ‖ p0 ‖
2 − ‖ p0 + pe ‖
2
2Lu ‖ p0 ‖
) (2.8)
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(2.11)
x4 = y4 × z4 (2.12)
The transformation matrix fromS to 0′′, TI0′′ , can be determined by the shoulder elevation,d1,












cosβ −sinβ 0 0
cosαsinβ cosαcosβ −sinα 0
sinαsinβ sinαcosβ cosα d1












Since the transformation matricesTS4 andTS0′′ are determined by (2.9) and (2.13), the trans-
formation matrix from0′′ to 4 can be calculated as follows:




Suppose the transformation matrix from0
′′




























































































x′′41,DH = cθ4(sθ1sθ2cθ3 + sθ3cθ1) + sθ1sθ4cθ2 (2.18)
x′′42,DH = −cθ2cθ3cθ4 + sθ2sθ4 (2.19)
x′′43,DH = cθ4(sθ1sθ3 − sθ2cθ1cθ3)− sθ4cθ1cθ2 (2.20)
y′′41,DH = sθ1(cθ2cθ4 − sθ2sθ4cθ3)− sθ3sθ4cθ1 (2.21)
y′′42,DH = sθ4cθ2cθ3 + sθ2cθ4 (2.22)
y′′43,DH = sθ4(sθ2cθ1cθ3 − sθ1sθ3)− cθ1cθ2cθ4 (2.23)
z′′41,DH = cθ1cθ3 − sθ1sθ2sθ3 (2.24)
z′′42,DH = sθ3cθ2 (2.25)
z′′43,DH = sθ2sθ3cθ1 + sθ1cθ3 (2.26)
x′′e,DH = Lusθ1cθ2 (2.27)
y′′e,DH = Lusθ2 (2.28)
z′′e,DH = −Lucθ1cθ2 (2.29)
s(θ) andc(θ) representsin(θ) andcos(θ), respectively. Then, the rest angles,θ1 θ2 andθ3, are

















After calculating the net shoulder elevation angles for theinitial vertical CGH displacements
v1, v2 andv3, the new vertical displacementsv1n, v2n andv3n are calculated using the relationships
shown in Fig. 2-2b. The next step follows the iterative procedur described in Fig. 2-7, which was
constructed based on the bisection method. The procedure continues until the following conver-
gence criterion is satisfied:
|v1 − v2| < ε (2.33)
whereε is a specified tolerance. In the simulations, the tolerance was set to 0.001 mm.
2.4 Performance Verification by Simulation
The proposed 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton and the kinematic analysis methods were verified by
simulations. A linear path trajectory of the end effector was specified in a normal workspace. The
user’s heighth was set to 170 cm, and the length of the claviclelc and scapulals were set to 149.4
mm and 66.8 mm, respectively [55, 61].The lengths of the upper armLu and lower armLl were
both set to 285 mm.
2.4.1 Joint Trajectories
Both kinematic models, i.e., with and without shoulder elevation, were tested. Figure 2-8 shows the
arm motions of each model for the given end-effector trajectory. Both simulated datasets indicated
smooth motion; however, the kinematic model with shoulder el vation better approximated human
arm motion.
Figure 2-9 shows the joint angles of the kinematic model witha fixed shoulder joint (black) and
a vertically translating shoulder joint (red). The joint angles of the vertically translating shoulder
joint were calculated using the iterative inverse kinematics method. The average number of iteration
of each point was 17, which means that the proposed analysis methods can be implemented in real
time. The circles in the figure correspond to the intermediatpoints, which are marked as blue
circles in Fig. 2-8b. Note that the shoulder elevation of themoving shoulder joint shown in Fig. 2-
9(e) was about 50 mm, which represents a significant deviation from the conventional model, in
which the elevation of the shoulder joint is fixed. Due to the difference in the shoulder elevation,
other joints moved along different trajectories, as shown in Fig. 2-9(a) to (d), which produced an
unnatural motion of the upper limb.
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Figure 2-7: Flow chart of the iterative inverse kinematics calculation.
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(a) Simulation of the kinematic models without shoulder elevation
(b) Simulation of the kinematic models with shoulder elevation
Figure 2-8: Simulation of the kinematic models with and without shoulder elevation.
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Figure 2-10: Physical interference by extreme tilting angles.
2.4.2 Manipulability Analysis
In the proposed design, the shoulder joint is tilted so that te singularities happens outside of the
normal workspace of the upper limb. A manipulability analysis was performed to determine the
tilting angles. The manipulability is a quantitative measure of end-effector manipulation ability,




whereθ is a joint angle vector andJ is the Jacobian. The manipulability vanished at a singular
configuration; thus, the singularities can be analyzed by comparing the manipulability values of
each point in the workspace.
Because the exoskeleton is worn by a human, the shoulder tilting anglesα andβ should be
determined by considering the physical interference betwen the human user and the exoskeleton
structure. The arm cannot be rotated backward ifα is too large, and abduction is not possible ifβ
is too large because of a collision. Two extreme cases are illustrated in Fig. 2-10. In both cases, the
exoskeleton structure interferes with the user’s arm. Thus, the tilting anglesα andβ were restricted
to values between0◦ and50◦.
The simulation conditions were set as follows. The user’s height h was set to 170 cm, and the



































Figure 2-11: Minimum manipulability ofα andβ.
lengths of upper armLu and lower armLl were both set to 285 mm. In this simulation, 1180 points
were placed on the surface of the workspace, considering themotion range of a normal upper limb
specified in Table 2.2. The workspace surface was prepared byconsidering the vertical shoulder
elevation. The distance from CGH to each point was set to 565 mm, which is almost identical to the
length of a fully stretched arm in the simulation.
The joint angles at each point were calculated using the proposed iterative inverse kinematics
method. Using these, the Jacobian and manipulability at each point were derived. The manipula-
bility calculations were repeated to determine the appropriate tilting angles of the shoulder joint to
avoid singularities. The tilting angles were varied from0◦ to 50◦ in 2.5◦ increments, and the ma-
nipulability of all points on the workspace surface at theseangles were calculated. The minimum
manipulability was chosen to represent the performance of the tilting angle set because a larger
minimum manipulability implies that the singularity position is farther from the workspace.
Figure 2-11 shows the results of the manipulability analysis. The maximum value among the
minimum manipulability measures appeared atα = 27.5◦ andβ = 50◦. Therefore, these values were
chosen for the shoulder tilting angles.
To verify that a singularity did not occur in the workspace ofthe upper-limb, the manipulability
values of the points on the workspace surface were visualized. The manipulability of each point was
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Figure 2-12: Change of the singularity position by tilting the shoulder joints.
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calculated and normalized by the maximum manipulability value among all the points at a givenα
andβ. The normalized manipulability measureM is shown in Fig. 2-12, using a three-color coding
scheme. The points0.0 < M ≤ 0.1, 0.1 < M ≤ 0.9, and0.9 < M ≤ 1.0 are coded in red, green,
and blue, respectively. The red dots indicate areas which are more likely to have singularities.
The singularity position was shifted by changing the tilting angles. The red zone, which rep-
resents the area close to singularity positions, appeared at α = 0◦, β = 0◦ in the straight-forward
posture. The red zone was shifted asα andβ are changed as shown in Fig. 2-12b and Fig. 2-12c.
Finally, the red zone disappeared atα = 27.5◦, β = 50◦, which were chosen as the final tilting angles;
i.e., the singularities did not occur in the workspace for the tilting angles.
2.5 Performance Verification by Experiment
2.5.1 Force Analysis
An unactuated 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton was manufactured as a prototype of the proposed
exoskeleton, as shown in Fig. 2-13. The shoulder joint was tilted as shown in Fig. 2-5 and was able
to move vertically using a linear guide rail. A six-axis force sensor (ATI, Mini45 [67]) was installed
at the mounting part of the exoskeleton to measure the force applied to the shoulder joint. The net
shoulder elevation was calculated by measuring the tilted shoulder joint angles with potentiometers.
Figure 2-14a shows the exoskeleton in a straight forward position, which is the singularity po-
sition of the conventional upper-limb exoskeleton shown inFig. 2-3. As analyzed in Chapter 2.4.2,
the proposed upper-limb exoskeleton did not have a kinematic singularity at the straight forward
position; i.e., the user was able to move his arm in the transversal plane even in this posture. Fig-
ure 2-14b shows an arm posture that was closed to the shifted sngularity position. However, as
observed in the figure, the shifted singularity position wasdifficult to reach because it was outside
of the normal workspace of the upper limb. Thus, kinematic singularities did not occur in the normal
workspace of the upper limb using the proposed upper-limb exoskeleton.
The performance of the proposed system was verified by measuring applied force to the shoulder
joint while lifting the arm. Five healthy subjects (three males and two females, age: 23.2±0.45,
height: 166.4±2.2 cm) were participated for the experiment. The participants wore two different
upper-limb exoskeletons; upper-limb exoskeletons with a fixed shoulder joint and a freely movable
shoulder joint. They were asked to raise their arm in the sagittal plane while holding the hand















(b) Tilted shoulder joint of the exoskeleton prototype
Figure 2-13: Manufactured exoskeleton prototype.
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(a) Straight forward position of the exoskeleton prototype
(b) Singularity position of the exoskeleton prototype
Figure 2-14: Shifted singularity position of the exoskeleton prototype.
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(a) Net shoulder elevation (θ) during arm elevation





























(b) Measured force during arm elevation
Figure 2-15: Net shoulder elevation and the measured force with the fixed shoulder joint.















































Figure 2-17: Statistical analysis of the measured forces during arm elevation.
installed force sensor. The weight of the force sensor and the exoskeleton itself were compensated
by subtracting the weight of itself from the measured force in the z-direction. Each participant
performed the experiment ten times.
Figure 2-15 shows one representative result of the calculated net shoulder elevation angle and
measured force changes. The directions are specified in Fig.2-13b. Thez direction force force
increases as the net shoulder elevation angle increases, which means the arm cannot be moved nat-
urally by the fixed shoulder joint(Fig. 2-15b). Figure 2-16 shows a typical measured forced during
arm elevation with the vertically movable joint. The vertical force (Fz) decreased significantly,
compared with that of the fixed joint case.
Figure 2-17 shows the statistical analysis of the upper-limb exoskeletons with a fixed or verti-
cally movable shoulder joint. The thick bars show mean values and the thin lines represent standard
deviations of the data. The p-values from t-test were written b low each graph. Note that the aver-
age of the maximum force in the vertical direction (Fz) of the fixed joint case was 12.09 N, which
restricted the natural motion of the upper limb seriously. For the vertically movable joint case, the
average of the maximum force in the vertical direction was much smaller. Also, it was shown that
the difference of vertical forces was statistically significant indicated as the p-values in the figure.
The vertical force of the vertically movable joint may be caused by friction of the guide rail, but it
could be reduced in an actuated version of the exoskeleton.
The forces in the forward direction (Fy) were statistically different as shown in Fig. 2-17. Since
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the vertically movable shoulder joint allowed free motion of the shoulder joint, the force might be
less exerted than that of the fixed joint case even in the forward direction. The forces in the side
direction (Fx) were not much different as shown in the figure.
These results imply that the proposed exoskeleton structure with the vertically movable shoulder
joint can allow more natural upper-limb motion than the conventional exoskeleton structure with the
fixed shoulder joint by reducing the compression force applied to the user’s shoulder.
2.5.2 Motion Analysis
A camera-based motion capture system [68] was used to analyze the upper-limb movement with the
proposed exoskeleton structure. The experimental setup and the analyzed tasks are shown in Fig. 2-
18. The same participants of the force analysis experimentswere asked to perform three tasks;
forward flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and cross-body adduction/abduction, 1) wearing the
exoskeleton with the fixed shoulder joint, and 2) wearing theexoskeleton with the vertically movable
shoulder joint. Markers for the motion capture system were attached to the user’s shoulder, elbow
and wrist. The positions of these markers were captured while t e participants were performing the
tasks. To allow comparison of the three cases, each test was performed during the same time. The
participants repeated the task for five times, and the position changes were normalized by the height
of each participant. The normalized data of the fixed and vertically movable shoulder joints were
compared using t-test. One of the representative results isshown in Fig. 2-19. As shown in the
figure, the height changes of each joint using the exoskeleton with the vertically movable shoulder
joint is larger than those of the vertically fixed shoulder joint case. The statistical analysis results
for both cases are shown in Fig. 2-20. The mean values of height changes for all joints using the
exoskeleton with the vertically movable shoulder joint were g eater than those of the vertically fixed
shoulder joint case. Also, the t-test demonstrated that these differences were statistically significant.
These results imply that the proposed exoskeleton structure with the vertically movable shoulder
joint allowed more natural upper-limb motion than the conventional exoskeleton structure with the
fixed shoulder joint.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, a 5-DOF upper-limb exoskeleton with a tilted shoulder joint that could be vertically
translated was proposed and analyzed. The biomechanics of the shoulder joint were studied, and the
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Markers




Figure 2-18: Performed tasks in the motion capture system : Forward flexion/extension ((a)-(d)),
Abduction/adduction ((d)-(g)) and Cross-body adduction/abduction ((g)-(j))
shoulder joint movement was approximated to a vertical motion. Additionally, the shoulder joint
was tilted to have the singularity position outside of the arm workspace. Thus, a 5-DOF upper-
limb exoskeleton with 4-DOF shoulder joint and 1-DOF elbow jint, was proposed. To verify that
the proposed system was able to reach all points in the workspace, forward and inverse kinematics
were applied. The joint positions changed with the shoulderel vation; thus, the joint angles were
calculated iteratively. The simulated data showed that thefull range of motion was accessible using
the proposed upper-limb exoskeleton geometry. The experimental results showed that the proposed
upper-limb exoskeleton with a vertically translating shoulder joint allowed for more natural motion
of the arm, compared with an exoskeleton with a vertically fixed shoulder joint.
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t-test 001.0<p 001.0<p 039.0=p
(c) Hand




Inertia and weight of a haptic control interface negativelyaffect to the force transparency and actu-
ation bandwidth of a haptic control interface. The interface must be lightweight in order to deliver
desired forces to the user precisely. Also, compact structue is required to prevent the interfer-
ence with user’s body. Cable-driven mechanisms have been used to satisfy such requirements, but
they have suffered from many problems in multi-DOF systems,such as bulky cable routing struc-
ture, friction and pretension change. In this chapter, two cable-driven mechanisms are developed to
achieve lightweight and compact actuation system addressing the limitation of conventional cable-
driven mechanisms.
3.1 An Asymmetric Cable-driven Mechanism1
3.1.1 Introduction
Most of the weight of multi-degrees of freedom (DOFs) actuation systems comes from directly
mounted actuators. They become even heavier in case of series manipulators, because the proximal
actuators are required to hold the weight of the distal actuators. To remove the heavy actuators
and associated structures, cable-driven mechanisms have been adopted in many robotic manipula-
tion systems [69–77]. In such cable-driven mechanisms, theactuators are placed at the base, and
the force is transmitted through cables. Cable-driven mechanisms have also been widely applied in
human-robot interaction systems, such as exoskeleton systems, because they enable a light and com-
pact wearable structure [27,57]. Such exoskeleton systemswere usually developed as rehabilitation
1The contents of this chapter was published in [4]. A preliminary research result of the paper was published in [5].
Reprinted with permission from IEEE and Elsevier.
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and haptic devices for the communication with a virtual environment, which require precise force
control. Also, their structures have to be compact to ensureaf ty of the users from collision, and
to enhance the performance of system with less inertia. In may c ble-driven systems, cables are
routed through low-friction idler pulleys. Neglecting theinertia of idler pulleys, such pulley-based
cable mechanisms can deliver the desired force without large loss. However, their complex cable
routing mechanism can make the systems bulky and heavy in case of multi-DOF systems, because
idler pulleys are required for every tendon sets at each intermediate joints. Also, flexible cables that
can transmit only pulling forces provide challenges in delivering precise force to the human user.
In Chapter 3.1, a spring-actuator type cable-driven mechanism is proposed for force control
of exoskeleton systems with compact cable routing structures, addressing the limitations of conven-
tional pulley-based cable-driven mechanisms. In the proposed system, a linear spring acts as a power
source as well as a tensioner by pulling the cable against theactuator. Because the required joint
torques of human motions are not symmetric in many cases [78–80], the spring-actuator mechanism
is a feasible solution with a simple cable routing structureand a self-tension mechanism. A rotary
series elastic mechanism and robust control algorithms were applied with the cable-driven mecha-
nism to enable high performance force control. Since the desired force can be delivered precisely
with a simple cable routing structure, the proposed system is expected to be used in the exoskeleton
systems for haptic and rehabilitation purpose that requirelightweight and compact structures and
precise force control.
3.1.2 Configuration of an Asymmetric Cable-driven Mechanism
3.1.2.1 Cable-driven Mechanism
In a pulley-based cable-driven system, the torque generated by an actuator is transmitted though
flexible cables. Because the cables can transmit forces onlyin the pulling direction, the cables
pulled in two different directions are required for the actuation of one DOF rotational joint. To
satisfy such requirements, the three structures in Fig. 3-1have been used as basic pulley-based
cable-driven mechanisms.
In the first mechanism, two actuators pull each cable independently (Fig. 3-1a). This mechanism
provides high performance and a relatively easy cable routing structure because the tensions of
both cables are controlled by different actuators. Also, the joint stiffness can be adjusted easily by











Figure 3-1: Cable-driven mechanisms.
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doubled compared with other mechanisms.
In contrast, the mechanism shown in Fig. 3-1b can actuate onejoi t with one actuator. Due to
its simple structure, it has been used for several robotic manipulators including exoskeleton sys-
tems [27, 30, 57, 70]. Due to the nature of the mechanism, idler pulleys are required for routing the
cables through other joints. However, one idler pulley cannot enlarge the range of motion suffi-
ciently (Fig. 3-2a). The middle joint cannot be rotated furthe clockwise in this figure, because the
lower routed cable will be separated from the idler pulley. Small additional idler pulleys can en-
large the motion range of joints (Fig. 3-2b), but this requires bulky structures in series manipulators
with many DOFs. For example, a serial type 7-DOF exoskeletonmay require six main idler pulleys
and 12 small idler pulleys just at the first joint for the routed cable of the next six joints. Also,
the cable of the non-pulled side is easily slackened, which causes backlash and slow responses.
Thus, pretensioning mechanisms in the hardware and/or software are essential. For the pretension
of cable-driven mechanisms, mechanical components, such as spring, idler pulleys and screws, were
typically used [34, 82–84]. Such tensioners made the cable-driv n structure bulky and heavy, and
required frequent adjustment for maintaining appropriatetension. Slack enable mechanisms were
developed to use cable-driven systems in soft wearable robots without pretension in [85,86]. How-
ever, they are not applicable for pulley-based cable-driven systems, because the slacked cable could
be derailed from the pulley.
The spring-actuator mechanism, shown in Fig. 3-1c, uses an ant gonistic spring for the actuation
of one side, while the other side is driven by an actuator. Thespring is pretensioned by pulling it
with the actuator to apply two directional forces to the joint. The amount of force to the spring
side is determined by this pretension and the stiffness of spring. The available actuator force is
smaller than other mechanisms when the same actuator is used, because the actuator is required
to pull the spring. However, as the spring naturally pulls the cable, the cable tension can always
be maintained appropriately without additional components. More important thing is that its cable
routing mechanism is much simpler than other mechanisms. The mechanism provides an almost
full range of motion in the flexion direction without additional idler pulleys (Fig. 3-2c). When the
joint requires extension motions, just one additional idler pulley for each proximal joint and itself
is sufficient to enlarge the range of motion (Fig. 3-2d). Due to the simple cable routing mechanism
of the spring-actuator mechanism, it was adopted in some hand exoskeletons and robotic hands that
requires compact structures [71–73,87–89].
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Actuator JointIdler pulley
(a) One actuator mechanism
Idler pulleyActuator Joint
(b) Modified one actuator mechanism




(d) Modified spring-actuator mechanism
Figure 3-2: Range of motions of the one actuator mechanism and the spring-actuator type mecha-
nism.
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Table 3.1: Elbow joint torque in flexion and exten-
sion.
Flexion (kg·cm) Extension (kg·cm)
Men 725±154 421±109
Woman 336±80 210±61
3.1.2.2 Spring-actuator Mechanism for Asymmetric Force Requirement
The required joint torques of human motion are not symmetricin many cases, which inspired us to
design an asymmetric actuating mechanism. One example of asymmetric joint torques is shown in
Table 3.1 [79]. As shown in the table, the flexion torque of thehuman elbow joint is much larger
than the extension torque, because the elbow joint is usually sed to lift and carry objects against
the gravity, which requires the flexional torque of elbow joint [79]. This asymmetry appears not
only in the elbow, but also in the knee joint [78] and the finger[80] due to similar reasons.
Among the cable-driven mechanisms mentioned above, the first two mechanisms try to rotate
the joint with the same force in both directions, but the spring-actuator mechanism can adjust the
asymmetric force using a linear spring with an appropriate spring constant. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the motor is required to pull the linear spring at all time in the spring-actuator
mechanism; thus, the available force is smaller than other cable-driven mechanisms. Therefore,
the advantage, i.e. simple and light cable routing structures, may be shaded by the disadvantage.
However, the asymmetry of the spring-actuator mechanism allows compensating the disadvantage
by properly seting its asymmetry similar to the asymmetry ofrequired torque.
Human joints are asymmetric in most cases, and the exoskeletons for human limbs usually
require multiple DOFs in series, which leads to bulky and heavy cable routing structures. Thus,
in this study, the spring-actuator mechanism, which allowsa simple cable routing structure, was
selected for the exoskeleton actuation mechanism.
3.1.2.3 Rotary Series Elastic Mechanism
In human-robot interaction systems, force control is essential for intelligent interaction such as
impedance control [90]. In this chapter, a rotary series elatic mechanism is combined with a spring-
actuator type cable-driven mechanism for force control. The series elastic mechanism has been
widely used for human-robot interaction systems for force control and improved safety [44,91–94].
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In the series elastic mechanism, an elastic element (i.e., aspring) is installed between the human
and exoskeleton joint. By controlling the spring deflection, the force transmitted to the human can
be controlled. In this proposed mechanism, a torsional spring is directly applied to the joint.
3.1.2.4 System Configurations
A schematic of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3-3. In this system, the drive pulley is ro-
tated by a cable whose one end is connected with a motor and theother end is connected with a
linear spring. As the motor rotates to the counterclockwisedir ction, the drive pulley is rotated in
clockwise direction, and the linear spring is extended. In similar way, the linear spring pulls the
drive pulley when the motor rotates to the clockwise direction. This drive pulley is connected with
the exoskeleton frame via a torsional spring, which makes a rotary series elastic mechanism. By
controlling the drive pulley angle to have an appropriate torsional spring deflection with respect to
the exoskeleton frame worn by a human user, the series elastic mechanism enables to deliver the
desired force accurately to the human user.
Because the linear spring is needed to prevent the cable slack and pull the cable, the spring is
pretensioned asL1−L0, whereL0 andL1 are the free and pretensioned lengths of the linear spring,
respectively. Thus, the linear spring generates the pulling force at leastTi as:
Ti = kL(L1 − L0) (3.1)
wherekL is the spring constant of the linear spring. Because the amount of pretension determines
the force asymmetry, the pretension should be carefully design d considering required asymmetry
force and structure stiffness.
3.1.3 Control of the Asymmetric Cable-driven System
3.1.3.1 System Modeling
In the proposed system, the motor should be able to control the drive pulley position precisely so
that the desired force can be transmitted to the human througthe rotary series elastic mechanism.
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Figure 3-3: Schematics of the proposed asymmetric cable-driv n mechanism. [Refer Chapter
3.1.3.1. for the notations in the figure.]
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Fig. 3-3 is modeled as follows:
IM θ̈M + CM θ̇M = τM − TMrM (3.2)
IDθ̈D = rD(TM − TL) + kT (θH − θD) (3.3)
IH θ̈H + CH θ̇H = kT (θD − θH) + τH (3.4)
whereIM andCM are the inertia and damping coefficient of the motor,IH andCH are those of
human,ID is the inertia of the drive pulley,θM , θD andθH are the rotation angle of the motor,
drive pulley and human, respectively,kT is the spring constant of the torsional spring,rM andrD
represent the pulley radius of the motor and drive pulley, respectively,TM andTL are the tension of
each cable,τM is the motor torque andτH is the human torque.
By assuming that the appropriate cable tension is maintained by the linear spring, the relation-
ship between the motor angle,θM , and the drive pulley angle,θD, is obtained kinematically as
follows:
rDθD = rMθM (3.5)
The linear spring is extended by∆L from the pretensioned position, and the cable tension by
the linear spring,TL, is calculated by Hooke’s law as follows:
TL = kL(L1 − L0 +∆L)
= kL(L1 − L0 + rDθD)
(3.6)
The output torque,τo, from the rotary series elastic mechanism is also calculated by deflection
of the torsional spring as follows:
τo = kT (θD − θH) (3.7)







































τ ′H(s) = rMGH(s)τH(s) (3.15)
Note thatGH contains human-related parameters such asIH andCH , which are difficult to be
measured. Even more, they are not constant values because phy ical properties of human muscle
changes [95]. Thus, the nominal model of the system was obtained by lettingIH andCH to zero
for simplicity, and variation of such variables were dealt as modeling uncertainties. Then,GH and

















τH(s). The last term in (3.16) which is by human joint torque is treated as
external disturbance to the controller. Both the modeling ucertainties and external disturbances
caused by the interaction with human are compensated by robust control algorithms discussed in
next chapter.
3.1.3.2 Controller Design
A model-based robust control structure is proposed in this capter for force control of the system.
Because the system delivers the desired force to the human via the series elastic mechanism, the
position control of drive pulley angle,θD, may be the main issue of the proposed control algorithms.
Before system identification, the initial linear spring forceTi was measured to compensateτi(s)
from the system model in (3.16). As the motor input was increased gradually, the lengths of the
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Measured spring length Linearly fitted spring length
110.3mmL1 =
1.77Vu0 =





























(e.g. EMG signals, etc.) Closedn,
P
Low-pass filter
Figure 3-5: Block diagram of the control structure. [θH is the position of exoskeleton in human side,
d is a disturbance,τd is the desired torque determined by the high level controller, kT is the torsional
spring stiffness,F denotes the feedforward filter,C is the PD controller,P is the plant model of
motor,P−1n,Closed is the inverse of closed-loop transfer function ofC andP , Q is the low-pass filter
for the disturbance observer andτo denotes the output torque.]
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linear spring in the stationary state was measured. In a stationary state,TL andTM can be assumed
to be equal. Thus, the generatedτM by the control inputs is the required torque to generate the same
magnitude ofTM asTL. Consequently, the input shows a linear relationship with the linear spring
length as shown in Fig. 3-4. To calculate the input magnitudefor compensatingτi, the measured
data were linearly fitted. The motor input to extend the linear spring toL1 was calculated inversely
from the fitted equation, and it is denoted byu0 (i.e. u0 generatesTM with the magnitude ofTi). In
the system identification and the following experiments, the motor input,u, was set as :
u = uc + u0 (3.17)
whereuc is the control input from the controller andu0 is the input for compensatingτi. Because
u0 generates motor torque with a magnitude ofrMTi, the motor torque is expressed as :
τM = τc + τi (3.18)













The torsional spring was excluded during system identificaton becauseτ ′′H(s) is treated as a
disturbance in the position control. Thus, the system consisti g of the motor, drive pulley, linear
spring and cables was identified by sweeping sinusoidal signals, which have frequency from 1 Hz
to 60 Hz with 2.5 V of magnitude. By fitting the parameters in (3.19) to the measured data as in
Fig. 3-6, the nominal model of the system was identified as follows:
Pn(s) =
15.41
s2 + 3.545s + 6.39
(3.20)
As a basic controller, a proportional-differential (PD) contr ller was applied, whose gains were


































Figure 3-6: Frequency response of the system.
andR in (3.21) present the weighting factors of the position and speed of the drive pulley and of
the control input, respectively. Using the performance index, the optimal PD gain was calculated
for the controllable canonical form of (3.20).
The PD controller may not be sufficiently robust for this application, because an external dis-
turbance and modeling uncertainties are introduced by interaction with human as in (3.19). Unlike
the linear spring force, the disturbance introduced by human force and the modeling uncertain-
ties cannot be directly compensated. Thus, a robust controlalg rithm is applied with the nominal
model in (3.20). Disturbance observer (DOB) is one of the representative robust control algorithms,
which can estimate and compensate the external disturbance[96]. The modeling uncertainties from
a nominal model can be also compensated by dealing with the modeling uncertainties as equiva-
lent disturbances. Thus, it is expected that the induced modeling uncertainties by in (3.19) can be
canceled by the DOB.
To implement the DOB, we need to properly design theQ-filter to make the DOB algorithm
realizable. Because the inverse ofP−1n,Closed(s) is not realizable, theQ-filter must have equal or
higher relative order than that ofPn,Closed. Thus,Q(s) was designed to have the same relative
order ofP−1n,Closed(s) in this study. Because the maximum bandwidth of the human elbow is 4-
6 Hz [97], theQ-filter was designed as a low-pass filter with a 10 Hz of cutoff frequency. The
entire system was discretized with a sampling time of 1 ms forimplementation in the digital control
system.
Once the robustness of the closed-loop plant is secured by the DOB, a significant improvement
in tracking performance can be expected by introducing a feedforward controller. In this study,
the zero phase error tracking (ZPET) method was used [98]. Because the nominal model of the
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Table 3.2: Specifications of experimental setup.
Specification
Motor Maxon EC-4pole
Gear ratio : 74:1
Nominal speed : 22.5 rad/s
Nominal torque : 6.767 Nm
Driver Maxon ESCON 70/10
DAQ National Instruments PCIe-7841R
Encoder US Digital, Incremental, 1250 CPR
CPU Intel i7-3770
Operating System Microsoft Windows 7
Softwares National Instuments LabVIEW 2015
closed-loop is known, the ZPET controller,F was designed as:
F = P−1n,Closedz
−1 (3.22)
The overall controller structure is shown in Fig. 3-5. Suppose the desired torque,τd, is given by a
high level controller, which could be for rehabilitation ortele-operation, etc. Then, the desired drive
pulley angle,θd, is calculated by the series elastic mechanism with the measur d human joint angle,
θH . By the DOB algorithm, the closed loop system is expected to ac asPn,Closed, and the ZPET
controller,F , drastically improves the tracking performance. The measured drive pulley angle,θJ ,
is used to make the output torque,τo with the measured human joint. A low-pass filter was applied




A one DOF upper limb exoskeleton with the proposed system wasmanufactured for the elbow as
shown in Fig. 3-7. A linear spring, which generates a smallerforce than the motor, was used for
















Figure 3-7: A prototype of the proposed mechanism for the elbow joint.
specifications of equipments in the experiment are shown in Table 3.2. The torsional spring was
designed to have a spring constant of1.17 Nm/rad, and the linear spring was designed to have a
spring constant of1.19 N/mm with initial length of52.5 mm. The motor pulley and drive pulley
had a radius of21 mm. The pretension length was set to110.3 mm considering the average required
torque of the elbow joint in daily life,1.4 Nm, could be generated at all times [27]. The maximum
torque of the spring is2.6 Nm at the maximum extension of the elbow. The expanded image in
Fig. 3-7 shows the series elastic joint of the system. A torsional spring was placed between the
drive pulley and the exoskeleton, and two encoders for the human joint and drive pulley were used
to measure the spring deflection, thus torque transmitted tothe human joint can be calculated.
3.1.4.2 Experimental Verification without Human Interaction
The bandwidth of the closed loop system with proposed control alg rithms was verified as shown
in Fig. 3-8. The frequency response of the closed system was flat until about 10 Hz. Thus, the






















Cutoff frequency of DOB
Figure 3-8: Frequency response of the system without the torsional spring and human parts.
The position tracking performance of the system was tested with and without an intentional
disturbance with three control methods: (a) PD controller,(b) PD controller and DOB, (c) PD
controller, DOB and ZPET. In this experiment, the desired drive pulley angle was provided as pre-
programmed arbitrary trajectory. The drive pulley was not cnnected to the torsional spring or
human part. As shown in Fig. 3-9 and Table 3.3, the tracking errors of PD and PD plus DOB control
were quite small; however, the tracking error of the PD, DOB plus ZPET control was extremely
small compared with those of PD and PD plus DOB.
However, the results changed significantly when an externaldisturbance was introduced. A
sinusoidal disturbance was inserted in the digital controlle asd in Fig. 3-5. Figure 3-10 and Ta-
ble 3.3 shows the experimental results with the same desiredangle, with the intentional sinusoidal
disturbance. In the PD controller case, the tracking error under PD control increased significantly.
However, PD plus DOB controller maintained a similar level of tracking error as that without a
disturbance. These results show that the DOB is capable of observing and rejecting the disturbance.
The last graph in Fig. 3-10 compares the inserted disturbance d estimated disturbance by the
DOB, confirming the performance of the DOB. Thanks to the robustness of the DOB, the use of the
feedforward filter, ZPET, significantly increased the tracking performance similar to the previous
experiment.
3.1.4.3 Experimental Verification with Human Interaction
In the previous chapter, performance of the proposed mechanism without a human user was veri-
fied. However, its performance may depreciate if unknown disturbances are introduced by human
interaction. To confirm that the system can transmit desiredtorque even with human interaction, the
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PD PD + DOB PD + DOB + ZPET
Figure 3-9: Position tracking performance without inserting a disturbance. The torsional spring and
human parts are excluded, i.e., no interaction with the user.
Table 3.3: Root mean square (RMS) errors in the experiments without a user.





































PD PD + DOB PD + DOB + ZPET

















Inserted PD + DOB PD + DOB + ZPET
Figure 3-10: Position tracking performance and the disturbance observation with a sinusoidal dis-






Figure 3-11: Schematics and parameters for the virtual dumbbell experiment.m : mass of a virtual
dumbbell,g : gravity, l : distance between the center of rotation of elbow joint and the hand,θ :
elbow flexion angle.
experiment with a human user was performed. As mentioned earlier, this mechanism is developed
for the haptic interface with an exoskeleton structure; thus, the experiment with a human user is
highly necessary.
In the experiments, the user wore the proposed exoskeleton system and moved arbitrarily. Four
types of torques were applied to the system. First, the desired torque was set to zero to prove that
this mechanism is enough back-drivable to ensure free motion f the user. The second type of torque
was set as a sinusoidal torque, to verify that this mechanismcan generate torque to both directions
with given frequency. The third type of torque was set to the force from a virtual dumbbell as shown
in Fig. 3-11, supposing the mechanism was applied in a hapticdevice for the communication with
a virtual reality. Considering the inertia and gravity of the virtual dumbbell, the desired torque was
set as follows, by assuming point mass.
τd = ml
2θ̈ +mgl sin θ (3.23)
The mass of the dumbbell,m, was set to0.8kg, and the distance between the center of rotation of
elbow joint and the hand,l was set to0.35m in the experiment. The range of elbow flexion angle,
θ, was set to0◦ to 135◦.
In the last experiment, the desired torque was set to a measured torque of a robot arm, to test
the feasibility as a haptic control interface with a robot arm. As shown in Fig. 3-12, a robot arm
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Figure 3-12: Interaction between a robot arm and the exoskeleton]. θR andθH are joint angles of
the robot joint and the human elbow,τR is the measured reaction torque of the robot joint, andτo is
the generated torque by the exoskeleton system.





































Figure 3-13: Backdrivability test of the system.
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Figure 3-14: Torque tracking performance with a human user and a sinusoidal desired torque.
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Figure 3-15: Torque tracking performance of the system in the interaction with a virtual dumbbell.
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Figure 3-16: Torque tracking performance in the interaction with a robot arm.
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Table 3.4: Root mean square (RMS) errors in the experi-
ments with a user.
Experiment RMS error (Nm)
Backdrivability 0.0133
Sinusoidal desired torque 0.0201
Interaction with a virtual dumbbell 0.0239
Interaction with a robot arm 0.0258
(Kinova, MICO [99]) was set to follow the motion of human elbow with holding a weight (0.5 Kg)
using the measured elbow flexion angle from the exoskeleton.Meanwhile, the exoskeleton was set
to generate the torque measured from the robot arm. The measured torque of the robot arm was
scaled to 1/3 for this application. Because the robot arm andthe exoskeleton were controlled by
one computer, no time delay between them was occurred. In allexperiments, the PD and DOB plus
ZPET controllers were used to control the exoskeleton system.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3-13, 3-14, 3-15 and 3-16 and summarized in Ta-
ble 3.4. As shown in the experimental results, the system wasback-drivable and could generated the
desired torque accurately, even with the unpredictable andaperiodic human motion. The experimen-
tal results imply that the proposed mechanism and control strategy are suitable for force reflection
to the joints that require asymmetric torque, and confirms that t e user can feel the environment in
the virtual space or around the robot through the proposed system.
Although the proposed asymmetric cable-driven mechanism has relatively compact cable rout-
ing structure than conventional mechanisms, the linear spring requires certain amount of place,
which could make the system bulky. Decision of the asymmetryof actuation forces also require
careful considerations in the required joint force analysis, because it has different value by individ-
ual users and joints. Also, the motor side cable can be easilyderailed from the idler pulley when
the power is off, since it is not pulled by the motor when the motor is off. Such disadvantages make
practical application of the proposed mechanism in multi-DOF systems difficult. Thus, a different
type of cable-driven mechanism is developed in Chapter 3.2.
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3.2 A Series Elastic Tendon-sheath Actuation Mechanism2
3.2.1 Introduction
Tendon-sheath actuation mechanisms afford more lightweight and compact tendon routing than
pulley-based cable-driven mechanisms. In a tendon-sheathactuation mechanism, the tendon deliv-
ers the force by sliding through the hollow core of a flexible sh ath. Thus, tendon routing does not
feature a complex pulley system on the actuated structure. It has often been adopted in robotic sys-
tems such as multi-DOFs exoskeletons and manipulators, becaus its tendon routing is extremely
simple and lightweight [29, 44, 87, 88, 100–103]. However, friction between the tendon and sheath
cause many undesirable phenomena, such as hysteresis and backlash of the force, compromising
precise control.
The behaviors of tendon-sheath actuation systems have beenres arched to overcome the dis-
advantages. Kanekoet al. developed an analytical model of friction in a single-tendo system
based on the Coulomb friction model [31]. Palliet al. developed a LuGre-like friction model and
a compensation algorithm for control of output force [32]. Both studies were limited in a single-
tendon-sheath actuator, which is not enough to drive a one-DOF joint. Agrawalet al. developed an
analytical model of a double-tendon-sheath actuation system using partial differential equations that
require information on the external environment; such model is difficult to implement in real-time
control systems [33]. Wuet al. developed an analytical model and compensation algorithms for
force and position transmission by a double-tendon-sheathactuation system applicable to real-time
control systems [34]. A feedforward friction compensationalgorithm was developed and verified
via simulation and experiment.
All of the cited studies assumed that the sheath configuration remained constant during actua-
tion, which is not the case in multi-DOFs systems; the sheathconfiguration changes as the position
and orientation of the distal joint changes. Such changes crate uncertainties in friction models,
compromising accurate control. Torque sensing elements (such as torque sensors and series elas-
tic elements) can be placed on the output side for the feedback torque control, but they increase the
weight of the actuated structure, require fast data acquisition rates and add to costs [29,44,100–102].
Do et al. modeled friction using a modified Bouc-Wen model, and develop d an adaptive algorithm
with position feedback to allow precise position control under varied sheath configurations, but
2Preliminary research results of this chapter were published in [6,7]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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frictional torque was not compensated [104,105].
Sheath configuration changes affect not only the friction models but also to the pretension. A
pretension is a pre-loaded tensile force that prevents tendon derailment. As sheath configuration
changes, the pretension is affected by changes in the lengths of the tendon paths caused by in-
consistencies between the neutral axes of the sheaths and tendons. Such pretension changes can
cause tendon derailment or the sheath deformation, which can severely damage the system. How-
ever, the aforementioned studies assumed that pretension was maintained within an appropriate
range. This assumption is not reasonable for multi-DOFs double-tendon-sheath actuation systems,
because sheath configurations vary in such systems. Changesin both friction parameters and the
pretension, caused by changes in sheath configuration, mustbe considered in the design and control
of multi-DOFs tendon-sheath actuation systems.
In Chapter 3.2, a series elastic tendon-sheath actuation mechanism for multi-DOFs systems
is developed affording feedforward distal joint torque contr l and low pretension change during
actuation. In the proposed actuation system, series elastic elements are placed on the motor side
to reduce the pretension change and to control the input torque precisely. An analytic friction
model of the series elastic tendon-sheath system is developed, and used to feedforwardly control the
torque of the distal joint. To estimate the friction parameter, he sheaths are tightly routed through
the intermediate joints via sheath holders, rendering the sheath configurations dependent on the
intermediate joint angles. The performance of the proposedsystem was verified in experiments
with a prototype manipulator. An interface for control of a tele-operation system is developed
with the proposed mechanism. The force delivery performance of the interface was experimentally
evaluated.
3.2.2 Characteristics of a Conventional Tendon-sheath Actuation Mechanism
In this chapter, the characteristics of a conventional double-tendon-sheath actuation mechanism are
described, with a focus on torque delivery and changes in pretension. A simulation is performed
based on the analysis result.
3.2.2.1 Analysis
In this analysis, Coulomb friction model was assumed among the friction models because of its
simplicity and low computational burden in the real-time implementation [106]. The schematic of
a conventional double-tendon-sheath actuation system composed of tendonsa and b is shown in
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Fig. 4-1. The tendons are routed through the hollow cores of sheaths to connect the motor- and
distal-side pulleys. The length of a tendon path in the sheath is denoted byl(t). As the tendon path
is changed by several factors such as the tensioner and configuration changes of the sheath,l(t) is
assumed to be a time-variable length. A small element of tendon a is also shown in Fig. 4-1. In the
figure, f(s, ξ̇, t) is the friction applied to the small element, caused by the normal forcedN(s, t).
The friction can be calculated as follows:
f(s, ξ̇, t) = µdN(s, t)sign(ξ̇) (3.24)
whereµ is the friction coefficient andsign() is the signum function.ξ̇ can be replaced byωJ(t)
assuming that the moving direction of the tendon is determined by the rotational direction of joint.
Using the force equilibrium of the small element inx andy directions, two equations are obtained
as follows:
dT (s, t) = µσdN(s, t) (3.25)
T (s, t)dΘ(s, t) = dN(s, t) (3.26)
whereσ = sign(ωJ(t)), andT (s, t) is the tendon tension. Combining (3.25) and (3.26) yields:
dT (s, t)
T (s, t)
= µσdΘ(s, t) (3.27)
By integrating both sides of (3.27) froms = 0 to an arbitrary points = s, the force transmission







κ(s,t)ds, ωJ(t) 6= 0 (3.28)
Next, the force transmission equation froms = 0 to s = l(t) can be derived as follows:
T2(t)
T1(t)
= eσµΘ(t), ωJ(t) 6= 0 (3.29)
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Figure 3-17: Configuration of a conventional double-tendon-sheath actuation mechanism and its
small element. [rM , ωM(t) andτM (t) are the radius, angular velocity, and torque of the motor-side
pulley, andrJ , ωJ(t) andτJ(t) are the values of the same parameters for the distal joint.s, ξ, and
t represent the position on the tendon path, the relative displacement of the tendon for the sheath,
and time, respectively.R(s, t), κ(s, t) anddΘ(s, t) are the radius, curvature, and central angle of
the small element of the tendon-sheath system.T represents tendon tension].
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(3.29) describes force delivery by a single-tendon-sheathac uation system featuring several param-
eters. Of these,µΘ(t) is difficult to measure directly using a sensor, becauseΘ(t) depends on the
sheath configuration. Note that the equation is only available when the system is moving. In static
state, the output force varies by the output side environment. In this case, the input force is not
transmitted to the output side until the difference betweeninput and output forces overcomes the
friction. Since the aim of this research is the feedforward control of output torque, which is available
in moving state, further analysis is carried out with a focuson the state in whichωJ 6= 0.
The tendon is elongated when tension is applied. The elongation of tendon can be analyzed by





whereδ(s, t) is the tendon elongation,E andA are the elastic modulus and the cross-sectional area
of the tendon, respectively.dlus(s, t) represents the unstrained length of the small tendon element.
dlus(s, t) is always less than or equal tods, because only pulling forces can be applied to the tendon.
dlus(s, t) can be expressed bydδ(s, t) andds as follows:
dlus(s, t) = ds− dδ(s, t) (3.32)





wherelus(s, t) at s = l(t) is lus (a constant). In terms of the elongation of tendona, a combination









By integrating (3.34) along the tendon path [i.e., froms = 0 to s = l(t)], the elongation of tendon















It is difficult to simplify (3.35) further, because
∫ s=s
s=0 κ(s, t)ds depends on the configuration of
sheath, which cannot be expressed using a specific function.Wu et alsimplified (3.35) by assuming
that the sheath curvature was constant along the entire sheath, but this is valid in only a few cir-
cumstances [34]. In (3.35),α(t) represents the degree of difference between the tendon elongati
under zero friction and actual friction. Ifµ or κ(s, t) is zero,α(t) becomes equal to the unstrained
tendon lengthlus, andδa(t) is the elongation of tendona under zero friction. An increase inµ or
κ(s, t) increases the difference betweenδa(t) and the elongation under zero friction.
The analysis of a single-tendon-sheath system can be extendd to a double-tendon-sheath actu-
ation system. Assuming that the two sheaths have same configurations, the force delivery equation


















(3.35), (3.38) and the geometry of the system imply that a tendon can be slacked from the pulleys
during the actuation of the double-tendon-sheath actuation system, because one tendon is loosened
at the time that the other is tensioned. To prevent this slack, both tendons must be tensioned prior to
system actuation. In this research, the pretension is defined as the average tendon tensile forces of
the motor side, as follows:
Tp(t) = (T1(t) + T3(t))/2 (3.40)
Since the two sheaths are assumed to have identical configurations, the lengths of tendon paths
are also identical. Considering the geometry of the system,he relationship between the tendon
elongations and the length changes of these tendon paths canbe obtained as follows:
δa(t) + δb(t) = 2∆l(t) (3.41)
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where the length change of a tendon path by reference to the unstrained tendon length is defined as:
∆l(t) = l(t)− lus (3.42)
If sheath configurations are constant, the tendon path lengths retain their initial values. In such
cases,∆lt(t) can be assumed to be constant, as follows:
∆l(t) = ∆l(0) (3.43)
where∆l(0) is the initial value of∆l(t). Then, (3.41) can be reformulated as:
δa(t) + δb(t) = 2∆l(0) (3.44)
The torque on the motor and distal joint sides are:
τM (t) = rM (T3(t)− T1(t)) (3.45)
τJ(t) = rJ(T4(t)− T2(t)) (3.46)







(α(t)e−σµΘ(t) + β(t)eσµΘ(t))− 4EAsinh(σµΘ(t))∆l(0)) (3.47)
The pretension can be reformulated as a function ofτM (t) by combining (3.35), (3.38), (3.40),










Unknown parameters in (3.47), includingµ, Θ(t), α(t) andβ(t), can be identified if the sheath
configuration does not change as assumed; these parameters dep nd on sheath curvature. However,
the sheath curvature changes in multi-DOFs systems becauseof changes in distal joint position and
orientation, varying the model parameters. The changes introduce uncertainties into the friction
model. Therefore, applications of the feedforward distal-ide torque control are confined to systems
featuring constant sheath configurations.

















Figure 3-18: A longitudinal cross section of spiral type sheat . (s and lneutral are the positions
on the tendon path and neutral axis, respectively.l(Θ(t) = 0) is the flat sheath length;dlneutral,
ds, R(s, t) anddΘ(s, t) are the longitudinal coil with, the tendon path, and the radius and bending
angle of a small sheath element, respectively.p is the distance from the tendon-inner sleeve contact
line to the inner arc of the sheath.)
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the neutral axis of a sheath, the tendon path length (l( )) is preserved when the bending of sheath.
However, the tendon path does not lie on the neutral axis in most systems. Thus, the tendon path
length changes as the sheath configuration varies. When exploring such length changes, the sheath
structure must be considered. A sheath is composed of an inner sleeve and a metal shield. The inner
sleeve, usually made of a low-friction material such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), contacts the
tendon within its hollow core. The metal shield wraps the inner sleeve and withstands the tendon-
imparted compressive so that the sheath configuration is maintained under such load. Any change
in the length of tendon path depends on the type of sheath employed. Spiral type sheath is popular
in robotic applications; the metal shield is a helical coil (Fig. 3-18). Since the metal shield has low
bending stiffness but have high compressive and extensional stiffness, the neutral axis of the sheath
lies on the inner arc of the metal shield, shown as a dashed linin Fig. 3-18. In this analysis, the
longitudinal width of the spiral metal shield is assumed to bedlneutral, and the pitch also takes this
value. The sheath length is assumed tol(Θ(t) = 0) when the sheath is not bent. If the sheath
is bent, the system can be divided into small elements featuring small arcs, with inner-arc radii of
R(s, t) and corresponding bending anglesdΘ(s, t). The tendon path then lies on the outer side of
the neutral axis, and the length of the small element can be calculated as follows:




wherep is the distance from the tendon-inner sleeve contact line tothe inner arc of the sheath,
andd is the diameter of the tendon. Assuming thatdΘ(s, t) is very small,R(s, t)dΘ(s, t) can be









which means that the tendon path length is affected by the change inΘ(t), defined as follows:
∆Θ(t) = Θ(t)−Θus (3.51)
whereΘus is the bending angle of the sheath that renders the tendon unstrained. Then, the length
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change of a tendon path within a sheath from unstrained stateto state in timet is:




Modeling errors may affect the accuracy of (3.52), and the equation differs by the type of sheath
used. The important point is that the length of tendon path changes as the configuration of sheath
changes, because the neutral axis of tendon and the sheath ardifficult to be coincident. Thus, (3.44)
is not available when sheath configuration varies, but (3.41) is available under such circumstances.

















It is difficult to understand (3.53) and (3.54) intuitively because the equations contain complex
terms related toα(t) andβ(t). Both (3.53) and (3.54) can be simplified by modifyingα(t) andβ(t)
terms. First, assumeσ = 1 and an arbitrary sheath curvatureκ(s, t). If µ = 0 or Θ(t) = 0 (i.e.
friction is zero),α(t) andβ(t) are both equal tolus. As µ andΘ(t) increase, the effect of friction
increases, and, thus,α(t) becomes greater thanlus andβ(t) becomes less thanlus. At a givenΘ(t),
the maximum ofα(t) and the minimum ofβ(t) appear when the curvature is concentrated ats = 0
[i.e. κ(s = 0, t) = ∞ andκ(s > 0, t) = 0], because all tendon elements except those ats = 0
are elongated byT2(t) or T4(t), which includes all friction forces acting on each tendon. Thus, this
condition maximize the difference betweenα(t) andβ(t) at a givenΘ(t). Whenσ = −1 (i.e. the
direction of the friction is now opposite to that consideredabove), friction inversely affectα(t) and
β(t), but the difference between these values is also the same maximum noted above.
Fig. 3-19 shows a simulation performed with the extreme condition. In this simulation, the sums
of α(t) andβ(t) (α(t)+β(t)) and the difference betweenα(t) andβ(t) (|α(t)−β(t)|) are simulated
at varyingΘ(t) andµ. Θ(t) is varied from 0 toπ/2 considering the application of tendon-sheath
actuation mechanism, andµ is varied from 0.01 to 0.05 in steps of 0.01 by reference to thefriction
between steel and lubricated low-friction polymers [107].Bothα(t) + β(t) and|α(t) − β(t)| are
calculated in the unit ofus. α(t) + β(t) is very closed to2us; this, which is the value when the
friction is zero, because the tendons are tensioned or loosened antagonistically. Also,|α(t) − β(t)|
is very small, indicating thatα(t) andβ(t) have similar values. In real applications,|α(t)−β(t)| is
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Figure 3-19: Variations inα(t) + β(t) and|α(t) − β(t)| with changes inΘ(t) andµ.
















τM(t) τJ(t) (Constant Θ(t)) τJ(t) (Varying Θ(t))
(a) Motor-side and distal joint-side torque













Tp(t) (Constant Θ(t)) Tp(t) (Varying Θ(t))
(b) Pretension
Figure 3-20: Simulation results of a double-tendon-sheathac uation system.
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smaller than the simulation result, because the curvature cannot be concentrated to a point. Thus, it
is reasonable to assumeα(t) andβ(t) are both closed tous. Applying this assumption and allowing









The simplified equations imply that the pretension change depends on the length change of tendon
path, which in turn varies with changes in sheath configuration. The pretension change may lie
outside the appropriate range, becauseEA is much larger thanlus in most tendon-sheath actuation
systems. As the distal joint torque contains a pretension-related term, the pretension change also
affect to the torque transmission, asµΘ(t) does in (3.55).
3.2.2.2 Simulation
A simulation is performed using (3.55) and (3.56) for a conventional double-tendon-sheath actuation
system. The motor-side torque is set to a sinusoidal torque with a maximum amplitude of 1 Nm and
a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The tendons are assumed to be steel cabls withd =0.8 mm,E =200 GPa,
andlus =1 m; the radii of the motor- and distal-side pullies are set to50 mm. The sheath is assumed
to be of the spiral type and cylindrical in configuration.Θus is set to 0, andΘ(t) is either maintained
at the initial value (π/4) or changed sinusoidally with a maximum amplitude ofπ/6 and a frequency
of 0.5 Hz.µ is set to 0.05, assuming that the inner liner of the sheath is alow-friction material such
as PTFE. The distance from neutral axis to the tendon-sheathcontact line (p) was set to 0.5 mm.σ
is assumed to be1 and−1 before and aftert = 5 sec, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3-20. Figure 3-20a show the motor-side and distal
joint-side torques during simulation. It is apparent thatτJ(t) assumes values distinct from those of
τM (t), because of friction. When the sheath configuration is constant, he shape ofτJ(t) is similar
to that ofτM(t), because all parameters of (3.55) are constant, given that the sheath configuration-
related value [i.e.Θ(t)] is constant. On the other hand, when the sheath configuration varies,τJ(t)
behaves quite unlikeτM (t), because of the changes inΘ(t) andTp(t). In both cases, the direction
of frictional torque changes asσ changes at = 5 sec. The pretension also differs by sheath





Series elastic elements 




















Figure 3-21: Configuration of the proposed mechanism for n-DOFs systems.rM , ωM (t) andτM(t)
are the radius, angular velocity, and torque of the motor-side pulley,rJi, ωJi(t) andτJi(t) are the
values of those parameters for theith intermediate joint.∆La(t), ∆Lb(t) andkL are the displace-
ments and the spring constant of linear springs, andTi(t) is the tendon tension.
significantly asΘ(t) varies.
The simulation implies that friction depends on the sheath configuration-related parameterΘ(t),
which is difficult to measure directly. Also, a change in tendo paths during operation, induced by
a sheath configuration change, can cause the pretension to vary significantly, because the spring
constant of a tendon (EA/lus) is very high. The studies reviewed in Chapter 3.2.1 assumedthat
the pretension was maintained within an appropriate range.However, this is not the case in many
applications of tendon-sheath actuation mechanisms; the sheath configurations change when in-
termediate joints are actuated. A low pretension can cause slack of the system, triggering tendon
derailment from pulleys. A large pretension enables large torque transmission without any slack, but
also increase friction, negatively affecting the torque bandwidth and power transmission efficiency.
Moreover, the sheath or tendon may wear or become deformed ifthe pretension is large. Changes
in friction parameter and large changes in pretension, caused by the sheath configuration changes,
compromise accurate output torque control and cause safetyproblems.
3.2.3 Design and Control of a Series Elastic Tendon-sheath Actuation Mechanism
To overcome the two issues (changes in the friction parameter and the pretension) induced by sheath
configuration changes, we designed a series elastic tendon-sheath actuation mechanism (Fig. 3-21).
The mechanism was designed forn-DOFs systems in which the distal joint position and orientation
are varied by actuation of intermediate joints. To reduce pretension changes, a compressive linear
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spring is attached to each idler pulley of all tendons on the motor side, where the tendons are
routed. The degree of pretension change can be adjusted by selection of appropriate linear springs
of spring constantskL. The length of each spring is measured using a potentiometer; t ndon tension
is derived by calculating the compressive spring force. Pretension is measurable in realtime using
the series elastic element, and the initial pretension is adjustable by changing its position. Accurate
input torque control and safety in interactions with human users are achieved by these series elastic
elements.
The tendons are routed through the sheaths from the motor side to the distal; routing is compact.
To allow estimation of friction parameters, the sheaths arerouted through intermediate joints, rather
than routing freely from the motor side to the distal side as in most conventional tendon-sheath ac-
tuation mechanisms. The sheath configuration can be assumedto b dependent on the intermediate
joint angles, because the sheaths are tightly attached to the links via the sheath holders.
The torque delivery equation can be derived by analyzing thesystem as described in Chapter
3.2.2. As the system features two tendons and sheaths, as does the conventional system analyzed in
Chapter 3.2.2, (3.24)-(3.40) and all associated assumptions and notations are available. Assuming
that the spring displacements have linear relationships with the spring forces,T1(t) andT3(t) can
be calculated as follows:
T1(t) = −kL∆La(t)/2 (3.57)
T3(t) = −kL∆Lb(t)/2 (3.58)
where∆La(t) and∆Lb(t) are the displacement of the linear springs from their natural lengths.
Given the geometry of the system, the relation between the tendon elongations, length change of
tendon paths and the linear spring displacements, can be deriv as follows:
δa + δb = 2∆l(t) + 2(∆La(t) + ∆Lb(t)) (3.59)


















The motor- and distal-joint-side torques can be calculateds follows:































T1(t) andT3(t) in (3.60) can be removed by modifying (3.61) and (3.62) in terms ofT1(t) andT3(t)
and inserting them into (3.60). Simplifyingα(t) andβ(t) as in Chapter 3.2.2, the torque delivery













τM(t)cosh(σµΘ(t)) − rJnsinh(σµΘ(t))∆l(t)kL/2 (3.64)
Similarly, the pretension can be calculated by combining (3.40), (3.35), (3.38), (3.57), (3.58), (3.61)
and (3.59) as follows:
Tp(t) = kL∆l(t)/4 (3.65)




τM (t)cosh(σµΘ(t)) − 2rJnTp(t)sinh(σµΘ(t)) (3.66)
(3.65) implies that the pretension change depends on the change in length of the tendon path, as in a
conventional double-tendon-sheath actuation system, butthe extent of change is determined bykL
rather than the physical properties of tendon as shown in (3.56). Thus, the change in pretension can
be significantly reduced by selecting linear springs with appro riatekL values. The torque delivery
equation of the proposed system implies that the estimationof, or compensation for, frictional torque






















Figure 3-23: A prototype manipulator used to verify the performance of the proposed mechanism.






















Figure 3-24: Identified and modeled friction parameter.
configuration is dependent on the intermediate joint angles, µΘ(t) can be experimentally identified
as a function of intermediate joint angles as follows:
µΘ(t) = f(θJ1(t), . . . , θJn−1(t)) (3.67)
A feedforward torque control structure was developed as Fig. 4-2 to make the distal joint torque
τJn(t) follow the desired torqueτd(t). Assuming the friction parameter is updated in real-time, th
frictional torqueτf (t) can be estimated aŝτf (t) using (3.66) as follows:
τ̂f (t) = (
rM
rJn
sech(σµΘ(t)) − 1)τd(t) + 2rMTp(t)tanh(σµΘ(t)) (3.68)
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The estimated frictional torque is added to the desired torque to compensate forτf (t). The refer-
ence torqueτref (t) serves as the input of a motor torque controller. As frictionis estimated and
feedforwardly compensated bŷτf (t), τJn(t) follow τd(t).
3.2.4 Experimental Verifications
3.2.4.1 Verification of the Proposed Mechanism
To verify the performance of the proposed mechanism and control algorithm, a 2-DOFs manipulator
was manufactured (Fig. 3-23). The overall structure was thesame as that shown in Fig. 3-21, but
with n = 2. In this system, the intermediate joint was actuated by a directly attached motor,
which was later replaced with tendon-sheath actuated joints in he application. A torque sensor
was placed at the distal joint to identify the friction parameter and verify the feedforward torque
control. The series elastic elements were attached to the base, and were movable to allow adjustment
of the initial pretension. The lengths of compressive linear springs were measured by precision
potentiometers. Braided steel cables and spiral type sheaths wi h low-friction inner sleeves were
employed for high force transmission efficiency and durability. The sheaths were routed through
the tops of the linkages and the intermediate joint. As the sheaths were securely held by sheath
holders on the linkages, the sheath configuration depended on the intermediate joint angle without
large oscillations. The detailed specifications are listedin Table 3.5.
The friction parameterµΘ in (3.66) was experimentally identified and modeled as a functio
of the intermediate joint angle (θJ1). An arbitrary torque was applied by the motor, and the motor-
and distal-side torques were measured as the intermediate jo n angle was varied in 10◦ steps. For
each intermediate joint angle, theµΘ value that minimizing the root mean square modeling error
was identified with the aid of (3.66). As shown in Fig. 3-24, the friction parameter exhibited a
symmetrical linear relationship with the intermediate joint angle, and was appropriately modeled
using the least squares method to allow implementation of the friction parameter in the control
algorithm.
Torque transmission experiments with/without feedforward friction compensation were per-
formed using the control structure of Fig. 4-2. An empirically tuned PD controller was applied
to the motor torque controller. A user arbitrarily moved theend-effector, whileτd delivered a sinu-
soidal signal of magnitude 1 Nm. The intermediate joint angle was also sinusoidally varied during
actuation, at an amplitude of50◦.
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Table 3.5: Specifications of the 2-DOFs system
Specification
Motor Maxon EC-4pole
Gear ratio : 74:1
Nominal speed : 22.5 rad/s
Nominal torque : 6.767 Nm
Driver Maxon ESCON 70/10
Tendon AISI314 stainless steel
0.8mm diameter, 7x7 braided
Sheath Jagwire, Spiral type
Pulley diameters rM = rJ2 = 32.5 mm
Potentiometer ETI Systems LCP12-25
Torque sensor FUTEK TFF500
DAQ National Instruments
PCIe-7841R and PCIe-6363
Encoder US Digital Incremental, 2500 CPR
CPU Intel i7-3770
Operating System Microsoft Windows 7
Softwares National Instruments LabVIEW 2015
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Figure 3-25: Experimental result in the absence of frictionc mpensation.
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Figure 3-26: Experimental result in the presence friction cmpensation.
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The experimental results in the absence of feedforward friction compensation are shown in
Fig. 3-25. Here, the desired torqueτd served as the reference torqueτref . τJ2 differed greatly
from τd because of friction, and the direction of friction changed as the rotational direction of the
distal joint changed. The error magnitudes varied as the intermediate joint angle changed, again
because the friction parameter changed [Root mean square error (RMSE): 0.2228 Nm, Maximum
absolute error: 0.3507 Nm]. On the other hand, the addition of feedforward friction compensation
afforded good torque tracking (Fig. 3-26). Although the sheat configuration changed on actuation
of intermediate joint,τJ2 remained in good agreement withτd when the friction was feedforwardly
compensated. Some tracking error splashes were evident whethe direction of movement of the
distal joint changed, because the output torque could not beestimated or controlled when the ten-
dons were at static state. Nevertheless, both the RMSE errors and the maximum error magnitudes
were smaller than those without the feedforward control. [RMSE : 0.0315 Nm, Maximum absolute
error : 0.2022 Nm] The results imply that the friction and friction parameter models are effective for
the friction compensation control of tendon-sheath actuation systems. The series elastic elements
limited the maximum pretension change to 4.4 N in both experim nts, which is sufficiently low for
neither tendon slack nor wear to be of concern.
3.2.4.2 A Tele-operation Control Interface with the Proposed Mechanism
A tele-operation control interface (Fig. 3-27) was developd using the proposed tendon-sheath ac-
tuation mechanism for the control of a tele-operated robot [13]. The control interface measured
user’s hand and finger movements and provided force feedbackth t allowed intuitive control of
the remotely controlled robot. Although an exoskeleton structure was developed in Chapter 2, the
structure was appropriate to deliver forces to arm segmentsrather than the hand. Thus, a different
type of structure, which can deliver desired forces to a hand, was developed in this chapter. The
developed system featured three actively controlled joints that can generate 3-DOFs force feedback
to the user’s hand. The mass of actuated pars of the system was2.0 kg. A wearable hand interface
was combined with the system to measure the positions of the user’s fingers and to provide physical
information of manipulated objects [108]. Three 4-DOFs finger structures in the wearable hand
interface measured the motions of the thumb, index and middle finger. The finger structures were
actuated by DC motors attached on the wearable device, affording force feedback and information
on object’s size, shape and stiffness. The wearable hand interface was originally developed to trans-




























Figure 3-28: Motor torque controller with DOB and ZPET contrller. d andd̂ are the disturbance
and the estimate thereof.Q is theQ filter of DOB. P is the plant that includes the tendon-sheath
system, the geared motor, and the series elastic elements ofmot r side.C andu are, respectively,
the controller inside the disturbance observer and the input to the motor.
palm. A 3-DOFs passive rotational joint was fitted to the sideof the wearable hand system, which
was then tightly fastened to the user’s palm using two velcrostraps on the front and back side of the
system. Thus, the user could freely move his/her fingers; there was no need to hold the interface.
A 6-axis force/torque sensor was placed between the end-effector and wearable hand interface to
confirm that the desired forces were delivered to the user’s hand.
To control the torque of each actuated joint, the friction parameter of the tendon-sheath system
was modeled as in Chapter 3.2.4.1 The friction parameter of the first joint was constant, because
the sheath configuration did not change. The friction parameters of second and third joint were
modeled as symmetrical linear functions of intermediate joint angles. The torque of each joint was
controlled by a disturbance observer (DOB)-based torque controller combined with a zero phase
error tracking (ZPET) controller as shown in Fig. 3-28, improving torque tracking performance by
rejecting disturbances such as human motions and modeling uncertainties [98,109,110]. The cutoff
frequency of theQ filter was set to 10 Hz given that the bandwidths of human joinsare about 4-8
Hz [111].
The force delivery performance of the developed control interface was tested experimentally.
First, back-drivability of the interface, which ensures free motion of user’s hand, was tested with-
out/with the feedforward friction compensation. In this tet, the user moved the hand wearing the
control interface. The desired force at the end-effector was set to zero, and the required torques of
the joints were calculated kinematically. The weight of thesystem and bending stiffness of sheaths
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Figure 3-29: Back-drivability test results of the tele-operation control interface.
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Figure 3-31: Experimental settings for the interaction with the virtual walls.
were compensated. Inertia of the system was ignored becausethe ystem is lightweight. The forces
delivered to the wearable hand interface were measured by the 6-axis force/torque sensor. Figure 3-
29 shows the measured forces without/with feedforward friction compensation, converted to forces
in the world coordinate shown in Fig. 3-27. The results in theabsence of the friction compensation
showed large resistance caused by friction in the tendon-sheath system. [RMSE (Nm) : 4.6325 (Fx),
6.2626 (Fy), 1.9286 (Fz)] On the other hand, the user could move the hand without much resistance
when the friction was compensated in a feedforward manner. [RMSE (Nm) : 0.8620 (Fx), 0.7821
(Fy), 0.4534 (Fz)] Also, the error splashes of friction-compensated results evident in Fig. 3-26 were
absent, being smoothed by the inertia of the system and the elasticity of user’s flesh.
The second test was an interaction test with virtual walls. In this experiment, three virtual
walls of stiffness of 0.5 N/mm were set on the x, y and z planes as shown in Fig. 3-31. The user
interacted with the three virtual walls while wearing the interface. Figure 3-30 shows the forces
measured during the interactions. As the user touched the virtual walls, the desired forces were
increased and the interface generated those forces. Compared to the back-drivability test, there are
larger errors due to the dynamics of the system, but the desired forces were delivered to the user’s
hand with only small errors. [RMSE (Nm) : 1.1554 (Fx), 1.1602(Fy), 0.7495 (Fz)] The experiment
was repeated with different virtual wall stiffness. Fig. 3-32 shows the desired and measured forces
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(a) Virtual wall stiffness = 0.5 N/mm.

























(b) Virtual wall stiffness = 5 N/mm.









User and control interface Tele-operated robot
Figure 3-33: Tele-operation experimental setup.
in x-direction when the user interacted with the y-z plane with different virtual wall stiffness (0.5
N/mm and 5 N/mm). As shown in the figures, the measured force follows the desired force in the
case of low stiffness wall (0.5 N/mm). [RMSE (Nm) : 0.9064] On the other hand, the measured
force showed delayed results from the desired force in the cas of high stiffness wall (5 N/mm),
with larger errors. [RMSE (Nm) : 1.6663] This is because of the limitation of force bandwidth of
the series elastic tendon-sheath actuation system. The linear springs not only lower the pretension
change by reducing pretension stiffness, but also lower thetorsional stiffness of the system, which
leads to low torque bandwidth. This trade-off relationshiplimits the torque delivery performance
of the system. The result also could be affected by the inertia of the system, although the system
is lightweight. Thus, modeling and feedforward cancelation of the inertial force are required to
improve the force delivery performance.
Preliminary tele-operation experiments were performed with the developed control interface
and a robot developed for tele-operations [13]. The robot has two 7-DOF robot arms so that it can
follow the user’s arm motion. Fig. 3-33 shows the setup for the tele-operation experiment. The
user wore the control interface, and moved the robot arm. A robot arm followed user’s motion, and








Figure 3-34: Interactions with objects that have differentstiffness. (a) A hard silicon, (b) A sponge
for packing weak objects. The numbers represent the order inwhich the scene was captured.
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sensor. The measured forces were transmitted to the user side, an the haptic control interface
generated the forces. The communication between the user and the robot was performed by a long
term evolution (LTE) network to enable long-distance operations. The user interacted with two
objects that have different stiffness using the tele-operation system to investigate the interaction
performance of the system with unknown environments. In this est, the user moved the robot
hand and touched an object in front of the robot. The user turned back the hand after feeling the
object. All procedures were performed without providing any visual feedback to the user. As
shown in Fig. 3-34, the user could touch and feel unknown objects (a hard silicon and a sponge.)
without significant problem. However, the robot moved a little more forward than the user expected,
since the interaction force was delivered to the user with nework delays. This resulted in a larger
interaction forces than the user expected, which might cause stability problem if the environment
was much stiffer than the tested objects. Also, as the provided user-side impedance is different from
the robot-side impedance, the user may have problems in manipul ting objects in a desired way.
Such limitations in tele-operation require more investigations in the stability analysis and haptic
rendering strategy including the tele-communication network.
3.3 Summary
In Chapter 3, two cable-driven mechanisms were developed for the force control of the haptic inter-
face with lightweight and compact structure. In Chapter 3.1, an asymmetric cable-driven mechanism
for the force control of exoskeleton systems was developed.In the proposed mechanism, a linear
spring pulled a cable for the joint, while the other cable wasdriven by the motor. A series elastic
mechanism was used for the joint to enable force-mode control of the exoskeleton. A prototype of
the exoskeleton for an elbow joint was manufactured to confirm the performance of the proposed
mechanism. A proportional and differential (PD) controller with optimal gains for the nominal
model of the position control system was used for control of the proposed system. Disturbance ob-
server (DOB) and zero phase error tracking (ZPET) controller w re applied in the control structure
to compensate for the disturbances induced by the human and the system itself. The experimental
results with the exoskeleton system showed that the proposed control algorithm had sufficient back-
drivability and precise torque control performance, even in the interaction with a human user. The
developed system could provide compact cable routing mechanism, but there were several limita-
tions in practical applications, such as the space requirements of linear springs, decision of the force
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asymmetry, and the derailment of the motor side cable in the power-off state. Thus, a different type
of cable-driven mechanism was developed in Chapter 3.2.
In chapter 3.2, a series elastic double-tendon-sheath actuation mechanism was developed to
overcome the limitations of conventional tendon-sheath acuation mechanisms. Precise feedforward
distal joint torque control was achieved at varying sheath configurations by modeling the friction
parameter and compensating the friction in a feedforward manner. The series elastic elements al-
lowed the pretension changes to be maintained within a smallrange, preventing tendon slack and
sheath deformation. It was experimentally verified that a desired force can be accurately delivered
to a distal joint, even when the sheath configurations varied. A control interface for tele-operation
systems was developed with the proposed mechanism, and the performance was tested in several
experiments. A DOB-based controller similar to the controlle used in Chapter 3.1 was applied for
precise force control under interaction with a human user. The proposed haptic control interface
was backdrivable, and could deliver desired force to the user. The haptic control interface was also
tested in preliminary tele-operation experiments.
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Chapter 4
A Display System for Tele-operation
4.1 Introduction
In tele-operated systems, the user observes the field using the images captured by cameras of the
robot. The captured images are typically provided to the user by a monitor, which provides only
2D images to the user [112–115]. The display system is very important for the user because the
user heavily relies on the visual information, which is the most intuitive information in observing
environments. However, the performance of tele-operationsystem is limited if 3D stereoscopic
images are not provided to the user, because the user cannot gauge the distance between objects.
Recently, head mounted display (HMD) systems that can provide immersive 3D visual feedback
have been used for the better environment observation and maipul tion task performance of the
tele-operated robots [12–14]. Most HMDs have an integratedin rtial measurement unit (IMU),
which can measure the orientation of user’s head. The user’sh ad orientation is used to capture
the field of view (FOV) in the direction of the same orientation via a robot neck-camera system or
a panoramic camera of tele-operated robots. However, it is dfficult to provide real-time images to
the user in such tele-operated situations, because of the delay mainly caused by latency and limited
bandwidth of the tele-communication network and large sizeof stereoscopic images. The delay and
loss of data and unstable nature of wireless tele-communication network result in the time-varying
delay of images, which cause simulator sickness [15–17]. The operation delay of robot neck-camera
system due to its physical limitation makes the delay even larger. Providing the scene of virtual
worlds constructed by point cloud data or image instead of recently captured scene from the robot
camera can reduce such problem [12, 39, 40]. However, such met ods require large computational
burden or expensive sensors such as LIDAR.
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▲A kinematic model of the 
human head-neck complex
▲ A robot neck-camera module 







Figure 4-1: Design of a robot neck-camera module based on thekinematic model of human head-
neck complex. (θ1, θ2 andθ3 are the rotation angle of each rotational joints that represents yaw,
pitch and roll motion of the head, respectively)
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Figure 4-2: Overview of the tele-operated display system.oH andoR are the orientation of user’s
head and robot neck-camera module, respectively.∆IMU , ∆CM and∆OP represent the measure-
ment delay of user’s head orientation, communication delayof the wireless network and operational
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(b) Image prediction for the yaw, pitch and roll motions betwen the image update
Figure 4-4: Implementation procedure of the predictive display algorithm
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In this chapter, I propose a tele-operated display system and a practically usable predictive dis-
play algorithm for the compensation of the bidirectional network delay and operation delay in a
tele-operation system. In the proposed display system, a robot neck-camera system is constructed
based on a kinematic model of the human head-neck complex. The predictive display algorithm
predicts the image in the direction of current user’s head orientation using delayed image and the
difference between the delayed robot neck orientation and current user’s head orientation. The bidi-
rectional communication delay and operational delay of theimage were compensated by translating
and rotating the delayed image using kinematic model of the human and robot neck-camera system
and the geometrical model of camera.
4.2 Overview of the Display System
A display system was developed for the intuitive observation of the work site of tele-operated robots.
As shown in Fig. 4-1, the human head-neck complex was simplified and modeled as a series linkage
system with three revolute joints to represent the rotationl motion of the head. The HMD [35]
attached on the user’s head measures the orientation of the head providing 3D stereoscopic images.
Based on the kinematic model of the human head-neck complex,a robot neck was designed to have
the same kinematic structure of the human model. Also, two camer s [116] were placed on top of
the robot neck to capture stereoscopic scene of the work site. In order to prevent user’s sickness
caused by the time difference of the stereoscopic cameras, the cameras were synchronized by digital
signals so that the two cameras capture the image at the same mo nt. The detailed specifications
of the tele-operated display system are shown in Table 4.1.
Fig. 4-2 shows an overview of the tele-operated display system. The orientation of user’s head
(oH(t)) is measured by an inertial measurement unit (IMU) inside the HMD, with a measurement
delay of the IMU (∆IMU ). The measured orientation (oH(t − ∆IMU )) is delivered to the robot
neck-camera system through a wireless network with a communication delay (∆CM ), and the robot
neck follows the delivered user’s head orientation (H(t−∆IMU−∆CM)) with an operational delay
(∆OP ) due to the physical limitation of the actuators. The stereocamera captures stereo images in
the direction of robot camera orientation (oR t)), which is the same as the human neck orientation
delayed by∆IMU , ∆CM and∆OP , denoted asoH(t − ∆IMU − ∆CM − ∆OP ). The captured
images (Image(oR(t))) and the orientation when the images were captured (oR(t)) are delivered to
the user side with an additional communication delay (∆CM ).
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Table 4.1: Specifications of the tele-operated display system
Specification
HMD Oculus VR, Oculus Rift
Resolution : 960 x 1080 per eye
Motor ROBOTIS, DYNAMIXEL XH430-V210-R
Gear ratio : 212.6:1
No load speed : 52 RPM
Stall Torque : 2.6 Nm
Camera FLIR, FL3-U3-32S2C-CS
Image sensor : Sony IMX036, 1/2.8", 2.5µm
Maximum resolution : 2080 x 1552
Maximum frame rate : 60 FPS
Lens : FUJIFILM, YV2.8X2.8SA-2
The delivered images can be provided directly to the user through the HMD. However, as noticed
in Fig. 4-2, the delivered images (Image(oR t−∆CM)) = Image(oH(t−∆IMU −2∆CM −∆OP )))
contain the measurement delay of IMU (∆IMU ), bidirectional communication delay (2∆CM ) and
the operational delay of the robot neck (∆OP ). If the image is directly provided to the user, the user
could suffer because of the delays. Especially, bidirectional communication delay is a time-varying
delay which can cause simulator sickness [15–17]. Also, random loss of the image data, which could
frequently occur due to the large data size of stereoscopic images, increases the variation of∆CM .
Such delay and loss of images are not avoidable in tele-operation systems with wireless networks,
unless the communication is performed in a very well-controlled situation.∆OP is also time-varing
delay since it depends on the of user’s head motion.∆CM and∆OP are the dominant delays in
the system, because∆IMU is relatively small and constant. In order to reduce the undesirable
effects of∆CM and∆OP such as sickness [15–17], we propose a delay compensation alg rithm,
namely a predictive display algorithm, for the tele-operatd display system. The delivered images
(Image(oR(t − ∆CM ))) are modified with the proposed algorithm using the delayedrobot neck
orientation (oR(t −∆CM )) and the measured user’s head orientation (oH(t − ∆IMU)) before the
image is provided to the user.∆CM and∆OP , which are dominant time-varying delays of the entire
system that affect to the sickness of users, are compensatedby the predictive display algorithm.
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4.3 A Predictive Algorithm for the Display System
4.3.1 A Predictive Display Algorithm
The geometry of a camera is analyzed to develop the predictive display algorithm. In this analysis,
the camera is assumed as a pinhole camera without lens distortion for simplicity. Also, the image
sensor of the camera is assumed to have a square shape. The camera model is analyzed by dividing
its motions into two cases: the yaw motion or the pitch motion(motion of θ1 or θ2 in Fig. 4-1,
respectively) and the roll motion (motion ofθ3 in Fig. 4-1) of the robot neck. Fig. 4-3 shows a
simplified geometry of a camera, which is composed of an aperture and an image sensor. Fig. 4-3a
shows the image formation of a subject on the image sensor andthe position change of the formed
image by yaw or pitch motion of the robot neck. If a subject is placed in the direction ofθ from
the perpendicular line of the sensor, the distance from the center of the image sensor to the formed
image of the subject (op) can be calculated and approximated as follows:
op = dtanθ ≈ dθ (4.1)
whered is the distance between the aperture and the image sensor of the camera. If the camera is
rotated as much asθ′, the distance is changed intoop′ as follows:
op′ = dtan(θ + θ′) ≈ d(θ + θ′) (4.2)
Using (4.1) and (4.2), the position change of formed image (pp′) can be calculated as follows:
pp′ = op′ − op = dθ′ (4.3)
Note that the distancepp′ is proportional to the translation distance of the subject in the captured
image in pixel units,δpixel, which can be expressed as follows:
δpixel = αdθ
′ (4.4)
whereα is a proportional conversion factor from the distance change of the subject image on the
image sensor to that in the captured image in pixel unit. Fig.4-3b shows the image formation of a
subject on the image sensor and its position change by the roll motion of the robot neck byθ′. In
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this case, the formed image on the image sensor also rotated by θ′, which leads to the rotation of
subject in the captured image byθ′.
The relations between the change of camera orientation and the position change of subject in the
captured image can be used to predict future images using current images. If the camera joints which





future image can be predicted by translating current image by αdθ′1 in horizontal direction,αdθ
′
2 in
vertical direction and by rotating the image byθ′3. In a similar manner, the scene in the direction of
current user’s head orientation can be predicted using the curr nt orientation of user’s head (oH(t−
∆IMU)), the orientation of the camera when the delayed image was captured (oR(t−∆CM )), and
the delayed image (Image(oR(t−∆CM ))).
The concept of this predictive display algorithm is shown inthe Fig. 4-4a. In this case, only
the yaw motion (rotation ofθ1) of user’s head is considered for the clarity of explanation. The
camera captures the image in the direction of current cameraorientation, which can be measured
by the robot neck system, and both the image (Image(oR(t))) and the robot neck orientation (oR(t))
are delivered to the user side with∆CM . If the predictive display algorithm is not applied, the
delivered image does not change until a new image arrives at the human side. Thus, orientation
difference between the user’s head orientation (oH(t−∆IMU)) and the arrived camera orientation
(oR(t−∆CM ) = oH(t−∆IMU − 2∆CM −∆OP )) are generated by the delay.
On the other hand, the predictive display algorithm provides a manipulated image to the user,
rather than the original image. For the predictive display,a rectangular crop area is set to the deliv-
ered image (Image(oR(t−∆CM))) with horizontal and vertical margins (Mh andMv, respectively).
If the orientation of user’s head is changed, the crop area istr nslated byαdθ′ pixel in the direc-
tion of human head rotation, whereθ′ is the difference between current user’s head orientation
(oH(t−∆IMU)) and delayed robot neck orientation (oR t −∆CM)). The image in the translated
crop area is provided to the user through the HMD, where the degree of translation is determined
by the camera model in (4.4).
In a similar manner, the predictive display algorithm can beapplied to all the yaw, pitch and
roll motion of the user’s head as shown in Fig. 4-4b. The crop area is translated into horizontal
and vertical direction byαdθ′1 andαdθ
′









the yaw, pitch and roll component of the difference betweenoH(t − ∆IMU) andoR(t − ∆CM ).
Since the predictive algorithm predict the image in the measured user’s current head orientation
(oH(t − ∆IMU)), the image delay effect of∆CM and∆OP is compensated. Thus, the image is
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immediately changed following the rotation of user’s head with just a delay of∆IMU , which is
considered constant and much smaller than the time-varyingdelay∆CM and∆OP . Therefore, the
predictive display algorithm can reduce the discomfort feelings or the sickness of the display system
caused by delays.
A delay compensation algorithm was proposed in Edwards’ patent with a similar approach [117].
However, the method provides an image smaller than the FOV ofHMD, with negativeMh andMv.
Thus, the image shown in the HMD with the algorithm looks likea scene beyond a window that
translate and rotate when the image is updated. This may negativ ly affect to the immersion, limiting
the user-side FOV. Although they adopted similar concept with this chapter, there was no analysis
about the camera geometry and image position change, which supports the validity of the proposed
algorithm in this chapter. Also, there was no considerationabout how much margins are necessary
for their method, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.
4.3.2 Margin Analysis
The margins should be set considering the rotational speed of user’s head and delay of the image
caused by∆CM and∆OP . If the crop area is overlapped with the outside of image, theuser cannot
get a square image anymore, but will get a clipped image sincether is no information outside of
the image. This may decrease task performance of the tele-opration system reducing immersion
of the user. Thus, it is important to set marginsMh andMv that make the crop area does not
reach to the edge of the image. However, large margins lead tosmall image FOV that makes the
amount of provided information small. Because of this trade-off relationship, the margins should
be determined as small as possible but enough large to prevent the overlapping of the crop area with
the outside of image.
The required margins can be calculated from the image delay,rotational speed of user’s head in
yaw (θ̇1), pitch (θ̇2) and roll (θ̇3) axis. Fig. 4-5 shows the translation and rotation of the crop area.
4 points on the corners of the crop area are denoted asA, B, C andD. Since one of these points is
first point that may reach the edge of the image when the crop area start to overlap with outside of
the image, it is necessary set the margins make these points stay in ide of the image. The margin
analysis is started from the margin of pointA that have initial coordinates(xA, yA). The distances
between pointA to the closest horizontal and vertical edge of the image are denoted toMh,A and






















Figure 4-5: Margin changes by the translation and rotation of the crop area
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follows:
xA = lcosθi (4.5)
yA = lsinθi (4.6)
wherel is the distance from the center of the image to the pointA, andθi is the angle between the
horizontal line andOA, and can be calculated using the margins and size of image as follows:
l =
√







Before the manipulation of the crop area,Mh,A andMv,A are identical toMh andMv . As the crop
area is translated and rotated, the coordinate of pointA is changed as follows :










Assuming the image delay isdt and the rotational speeds of users areθ̇1, θ̇2, θ̇3 about yaw, pitch
and roll axis, the position change of pointA by user’s motion during the delayed timedt can be
calculated as follows:
x′A = lcos(θi − ω3dt)− αdω1dt (4.11)
y′A = lsin(θi − ω3dt) + αdω2dt (4.12)
The position change of pointA results into the change of marginsMh,A andMv,A as follows:
M ′h,A = Lh/2− x
′
A (4.13)
M ′v,A = Lv/2− y
′
A (4.14)
To make the crop area does not reach to the edge of the image,Mh,A andMv,A must satisfy follow-
ing margin criteria:
M ′h,A > 0 (4.15)
Mv,A′ > 0 (4.16)
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In a similar manner, the coordinates and margins of other thre points after manipulation of the crop
area can be obtained as:
x′B = lcos(θi + ω3dt)− αdω1dt (4.17)
y′B = −lsin(θi + ω3dt) + αdω2dt (4.18)
x′C = −lcos(θi − ω3dt)− αdω1dt (4.19)
y′C = −lsinθi − ω3dt) + αdω2dt (4.20)
x′D = −lcos(θi + ω3dt)− αdω1dt (4.21)
y′D = lsin(θi + ω3dt) + αdω2dt (4.22)
M ′h,B = Lh/2− x
′
B (4.23)
M ′v,B = Lv/2− y
′
B (4.24)
M ′h,C = Lh/2− x
′
C (4.25)
M ′v,C = Lv/2− y
′
C (4.26)
M ′h,D = Lh/2− x
′
D (4.27)
M ′v,D = Lv/2− y
′
D (4.28)
, and the margins in (4.23)-(4.28) must remain positive to make the crop area does not reach to the
edge of the image. Using this margin criteria, the minimum required margins can be calculated
by applying maximum angular velocity of user’s head with thedelay of image into the margin
criteria. The problem is that the delay of image can significantly vary as the tele-communication
network condition is changed. To address this problem, the margins can be calculated and applied
in realtime, because the predictive display algorithm doesnot require large computational burden.
However, the variation of margins also change the FOV of images, which may cause sickness of the





Figure 4-6: Experimental setup for the parameter identificaon











































Figure 4-7: Identification result of camera parameterαd by yaw and pitch motions
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Figure 4-8: Measured network delay
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
(a) Images without the predictive display algorithm (No change while the image had not been updated before (10))
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
(b) Images with the predictive display algorithm (Continuous change even while the image had not been updated before
(10))




To apply the predictive display algorithm, the camera parameterαd in (4.4) was identified by an
experiment. Fig. 4-6 shows the experimental setup for the parameter identification. The robot neck-
camera module was fixed at a place, and a subject was installedin front of the camera with a distance
of 1m, to be placed at the center of the captured image when therobot neck was at initial position.
The robot neck was rotated in yaw or pitch orientation from -30◦ to 30◦ in 1◦ of step while the
camera captures images. The distances between the subject in the captured images and the center
of the images were recorded in pixel units.αd was identified by linearly fittingαd to (4.4) using
the recorded positions and rotation angles with least square method. As a result,αd was identified
asαd =5.5 pixel/deg for the yaw motion, andαd =5.9 pixel/deg for the pitch motion. Fig. 4-7a
and Fig. 4-7b show the measured positions of the subjects andthe linearly fitted model for the yaw
motion and pitch motion of the robot neck, respectively. As shown in the graphs, the measured data
fit well with the camera model in (4.4). The identified parameters show a slight difference in yaw
and pitch motion, which is considered as the effect of lens distortion or asymmetry of the image
sensor shape.
4.4.2 Implementation of the Predictive Display Algorithm
The predictive display algorithm was tested in a tele-operation experiment. The experimental setup
was the same as the description of Fig. 4-2. The user wore the HMD and rotated the head. The
orientation of user’s head was measured and delivered to therobot neck-camera module through
a wireless network, and the robot neck followed user’s motion while a stereo camera capture the
images of the environment with a resolution of 554×413 pixels each. The captured images and the
robot neck orientation when the images were delivered to theuser side. A random communication
delay was intentionally added to the wireless network assuming a reasonable network condition in
practical applications. The resulted images without/withthe proposed predictive display algorithm
were recorded. In the experiment, the margins of predictivedisplay algorithm,Mh andMv , were set
to 90 and 50 pixels, respectively. Considering the frame ratof general digital videos are 30 frames
per second (FPS), the prediction of images was performed in 30 Hz. The bidirectional network delay
during the experiment is shown in Fig. 4-8. The minimum, averg , maximum and the standard
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deviation of the delay in the experiment were 145 ms, 245 ms, 361 ms and 48 ms respectively.
Fig. 4-9 shows captured images between a set of updated images, scene (1) and (10), without/with
the predictive algorithm under the same experimental conditi s. Without the predictive algorithm,
the captured images are not changed until new images arrive to th user side as shown in Fig. 4-9a.
On the other hand, the images modified by the predictive algorithm are continuously changed by
the user’s head rotation as shown in Fig. 4-9b. As shown in Fig. 4-9, the delay-compensated images
are much smooth and natural than without the predictive display algorithm. The predicted images
were also maintained desired frame rate (30 FPS) under the unpr dictable time-varying delay. The
results imply that the proposed display system with the predictive display algorithm can provide
comfortable use of HMDs for tele-operation systems.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a display system with a predictive display algorithm was developed. A robot neck-
camera module was designed and manufactured based on a kinematic model of human head-neck
complex. The delay of an image in the tele-operation of the display system was analyzed, which may
cause simulator sickness. To reduce the sickness caused by the time-varying delay of the display
system, a predictive display algorithm was developed basedon the camera geometry and human
and robot kinematic model. The image in the current user’s head orientation was predicted and
provided to the user, using the difference between the current user’s head orientation and delayed
camera orientation. As the result, the time-varying delaysin communication and operation were
compensated, and it was able to provide continuous images tothe user.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks and Open Issues
This thesis presented a wearable control interface for tele-operated robot, including (1) design of
wearable control interface structures, (2) design and control of cable-driven actuation mechanisms,
and (3) a tele-operated display system.
5.1 Design of Wearable Control Interface Structures
In Chapter 2, an exoskeleton structure was designed to allowuser’s natural motion and address
singularity problem. A vertical prismatic joint was added to a traditional 3-DOF shoulder joint
of exoskeleton structures, and the shoulder joint was tilted to replace the singularity position to
the outside of workspace. The designed structure was analyzed by kinematic methods, and its
performance was verified by experiments with a user. Since exoskeletons should be connected to
the user’s body segments, it is difficult to deliver desired forces only to the hand without delivering
forces to other segments. Because of this fundamental limitation of exoskeleton structure, a different
type of structure was developed in Chapter 3.2.
In Chapter 3.2, an end-effector type wearable control interfac was designed for the verification
of the tendon-sheath actuation mechanism. The interface had three actively controlled joints and
three passive joints that can deliver desired force to the user’s hand. A wearable hand exoskeleton
was placed at the end of the interface to connect the hand to the control interface and to provide
force feedback to fingers. The structure could be designed tobe lightweight thanks to the tendon-
sheath actuation mechanism. Although the structure could measure the user’s motion and deliver
desired forces to the hand, the workspace was not enough to cover the user’s range of motion.
Larger workspace is required to fully utilize an arm of tele-operated robots, since they usually have
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similar dimensions with human’s arm. Interference betweenthe interface and user also should
be adjusted to enlarge available range of motion. Replacingpassive joints between the wearable
hand interface and the linkage structure to active joints could improve user’s sensation by providing
torque feedback.
5.2 Design and Control of Cable-driven Actuation Mechanisms
Lightweight actuation mechanisms were developed utilizing flexible cables for the force transmis-
sion. In Chapter 3.1, an asymmetric cable-driven mechanismwas developed to simplify cable rout-
ing structures. By replacing a cable to a linear spring, a rottional joint could be actuated routing
just one cable from the actuator to the actuated joint. A rotary series elastic mechanism was adopted
to enable precise force delivery. The system was controlledby a DOB-based robust control algo-
rithm to reject the modeling uncertainties and effects fromhuman-robot interactions. A prototype
exoskeleton was developed, and it was tested in a tele-operation experiment with a commercial
robot arm. The user could control a joint of the robot arm feeling the weight of an object. Although
the proposed mechanism allows simple cable routing, the linear spring required certain amount of
place, which could make the system bulky in multi-DOF systems. Also, it is difficult to set the
asymmetry of the joint force, and the cable often derailed from the pulleys if the power of the motor
is turned off. Thus, the application of the proposed mechanism in multi-DOF systems is practically
difficult.
In Chapter 3.2, a new tendon-sheath actuation mechanism wasdeveloped. The proposed mech-
anism addressed two major problems in tendon-sheath actuation mechanisms: the friction and large
pretension change under varying sheath configuration. The pret nsion change was reduced by
adopting series elastic elements. Friction between the tendon and the sheath was analyzed and
modeled. Feedforward torque control under varying sheath configuration was achieved by feedfor-
wardly compensating the friction. The disadvantage of the proposed mechanism is that the preten-
sion stiffness is in a trade-off relationship with the torsinal stiffness of the system, which affects
to the torque bandwidth. A haptic control interface with theproposed mechanism was developed
and tested, and it showed good backdrivability, because thefriction was successfully compensated.
However, there was a limitation in rendering hard objects, because of the aforementioned torque
bandwidth limitation. A modified mechanism, which decouples the pretension stiffness and the
torsional stiffness, is being developed to overcome the disadvantage.
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5.3 A Tele-operated Display System
In Chapter 4, a vision feedback system was developed with a head mounted display (HMD) and
a synchronized stereo camera with a 3 DOFs robot neck. The robot neck follows the user’s head
orientation measured by the HMD, and the stereo camera captures a 3D image at the orientation. The
user could get depth information of the field from the stereoscopic images provided by the HMD. A
predictive display algorithm that compensates the delay inthe tele-communication was developed
and implemented to the vision system to prevent discomfortsrom the delay. The images were
sent to the user together with the orientation in which the image was taken. A delay-compensated
stereoscopic image, predicted using the orientation difference between the user and the robot neck,
was provided to the user. The generated images showed smoothchanges even under large delays
and loss. Since the predictive display algorithm reduce field of view (FOV) of provided image, the
user get less information when the algorithm is applied. This is a fundamental limitation of the
algorithm.
Challenging tasks remain in the predictive display algorithm. The modeling uncertainties of the
camera geometry, such as the tangent approximation and pinhole camera model, are needed to be
reflected in the predictive display algorithm. The decisionstrategy of margins for the crop area,
Mh andMv, is required to be developed to decide proper margins in various tele-communication
network conditions. Also, the predictive display algorithm does not instantly reflect the change of
environment, because the predictive display algorithm usedelayed images. Nevertheless, the pro-
posed predictive display algorithm is practically useful for many tele-operation applications because
of its simple algorithm and low cost in terms of computational burden. User evaluation in various
situations is necessary to quantitatively evaluate the improvement of user’s comfortableness by the
predictive display algorithm, which requires much effort.
5.4 Issues in Tele-operation
This thesis focused on the development of an intuitive control interface for tele-operation systems.
The developed control interface itself somewhat properly functioned, but applications of the inter-
face to tele-operation systems could be more challenging works. Since the control interface and
tele-operated robot will communicate with wireless communication networks in the supposed ap-
plications, delay and loss of data packet are inevitable. Such disturbances will negatively affect to
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the transparency and stability of the tele-operation system. Since the robot follows the delivered
user’s motion with network delay, and the interaction forcewith the environment is transmitted to
the user side with additional delay, the environment that the user feels will be different from real
environment. In Chapter 4, the similar delay effect in the visual feedback system was compensated
by a camera model and kinematic models of human and robot neck. However, it is difficult to ap-
ply such method in the force feedback, since every environment has different properties unlike the
camera geometry and human and robot neck kinematics. Modeling the physical property of the
environment (e.g. size, shape and mechanical impedance) inr al time may be a solution. By gener-
ating the model in a virtual space and providing it to the uservia a haptic interface, the user can feel
the physical properties of the environment without delay effect. However, performing dexterous
tasks with such model will be difficult, because the actual position and force of the robot become
different from user’s force and position.
The performance of tele-operation system can be improved byteaching frequently required tasks
to the robot, and let the robot perform the task by itself. Theimportance of the control interface
could be reduced in such case, but it will be still useful to deliver user’s intentions to the robot,
which is important in various tasks required in unpredictable disaster sites. For example, the user
can use the interface to command specific orders for a task, such as where and when to start, how
large should be the trajectory, how fast the task should be performed or how much force should be
applied in the task. Commanding such requirements with traditional control interfaces will take at
least a few minutes, but it can be performed in few seconds with intuitive haptic interfaces.
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